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C REATED
in 1945 by
an act of

the Georgia state leg-
islature, the Georgia Ports
Authority owns and operates deepwater ports
in Savannah and Brunswick and inland barge
facilities in Bainbridge and Columbus. 

The Port of Savannah offers the longest con-
tiguous berthing space on the U.S. East Coast.
Garden Cit Terminal feature more than 1,000
acres for the handling of containerised cargo
and Ocean terminal offers 208 acres for gener-
al, RoRo and special project/heavy lift cargo.
The Port of Savannah also has superior inter-
state and rail connections and new 150-acre
intermodal container transfer facility that reach-
es 26 states throughout the U.S. Related article
on page 29. 

Port of Savannah
U.S.A.
Port of Savannah
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Message from Mayor of DurbanMessage from Mayor of Durban

The warm and friendly city of Durban is the ideal place to host prestigious international conferences such as
the 23rd IAPH World Ports Conference.

This is the first time in the 48-year existence of IAPH that this conference is being hosted on African soil,
and we are pleased that you are bringing your maritime experience to Durban so that we can all learn from each
other.

The South African ports in general, and the Port of Durban in particular, are in a process of transition. The
Port Authority has changed and we are now moving towards concessioning and greater participation by the pri-
vate sector.  Other port authorities in the world have moved down this road already and we can learn a lot from
the world’s “best practices” and from the international experiences that you, the delegates, are bringing to this
forum.

The City of Durban has hosted many international conferences and we are indeed hon-
oured to also host the 23rd IAPH World Ports Conference since our own port is the
backbone of the economic activities of our city.  We hope you will find the conference
programme provocative, stimulating and inspiring. We also hope you will enjoy visiting
our neighbouring world-class bulk port Richards Bay, and that you will take time to
enjoy the awesome array of tourism possibilities in our province.

We look forward to extending you Africa’s warmest welcome in May in Durban.

His Worship the Mayor of the Durban Metropolitan Council 
Cllr Obed Mlaba
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First Plenary Session
15:00-17:00 Tuesday May 27, 2003

1. Opening remarks by the Chairperson of
the Session (President)  
- (Moment of Silent prayer for the

Deceased)
2. Report by the Chair of Credentials

Committee
- Declaration of quorum for the Session

3. Report by the Secretary General 
- Major activities of IAPH since Montreal

Conference
4. Report by the Chairperson of the Board

of Directors (President)
- Present status of Membership 
- Financial results for 2001/2002, and the

Budget for 2003/2004 for resolution 
- New framework for Technical

Committees activities proposed by
Long Range Planning/Review
Committee

- IAPH 50th Anniversary commemora-
tive projects

5. Adoption of the Revised Constitution &
By-Laws
-Submission of the (draft) revised
Constitution & By-Laws by Legal
Counselors, followed by resolution for
adoption

6. Other resolutions and bills, if any
7. Reports by Coordinating Vice-Presidents

for Technical Committees activities
8. Commendation for winners of “IAPH

Essay Contest” and “IAPH IT Award”
9. Closing remarks by the Chairperson of

the Session

Second Plenary Session
14:00-15:30 Thusday May 29, 2003

1. Opening remarks by the Chairperson of
the Session

2. Election of Honorary members
- Submission of names of meritorious 

individuals by the Honorary

Membership Committee for election
3. Presidential Citation for other meritori-

ous individuals
4. Resolution of thanks for Host etc.
5. 24th Conference in Shanghai in 2005

- Invitation address by the host port
- Election of Conference Vice-President

nominated and submitted by the Board
of Directors

6. 25th Conference in 2007
- Announcement of the venue
- Address by the host port

7. Election of President, 1st, 2nd and 3rd
Vice-Presidents for the next term
- Submission of nominees by the Board

of Directors for election
8. Farewell address of President
9. Inaugural address of President-Elect
10. Announcement of new Exco members &

Chairpersons of Technical Committees
11. Closing remarks by the Chairperson of

the Session

Board of Directors Meetings

Full Board Meeting
(Pre-Conference Meeting of IAPH Board of
Directors)
15:00-17:00 Sunday May 25, 2003

1. Opening remarks by the Chairperson of 
the Board (President)

2. Reports by the Chair of Credentials
Committee
- Declaration of quorum for the Meeting

3. Report by the Secretary General
- Major activities of IAPH since Abu

Dhabi Mid-term Board Meeting
4. Report by the Chair of Finance/Budget

Committee
- Account Settlement for 2001/2002
- Budget for 2003/2004 (to be approved

for submission to 1st Plenary Session)
5. Reports by the Chair of Constitution &

By-Laws Committee 
- Revision of Constitution & By-Laws

6. Report by the Chair of the Nominating
Committee
- Results of nominations for offices of

President, 1st, 2nd, and 3rd Vice-
Presidents

7. Report by the Chair of Long Range
Planning/Review Committee
- Proposal and discussion of new frame-

work for Technical Committees activi-
ties

8. Report by the Chair of IAPH/IMO
Interface Group 
- Port Security

9. Proposal on individuals for referral to
the Honorary Membership Committee

10. The 24th IAPH Conference in 2005
- Presentation by the host Shanghai

International Port Group on dates and
venue followed by

- Resolution of the Board of Directors
- Nomination of Conference Vice-

President to be submitted to 2nd
Plenary Session for election

11. The 25th IAPH Conference in 2007
- Report by the responsible Vice-

President (Mr. Kornegay) followed by
resolution of the Board of Directors

12. Report by the Chair of IAPH 50th
Anniversary Committee
- Presentation on planned activities with

provisional financial indications by the
Chair followed by the Board’s approval
for report to 1st Plenary Session

13. Confirmation of new Exco members 
- Presentation of new Exco members by

Regional Vice-Presidents followed by
confirmation by the Board

14. Others (if any)
15. Closing remarks by the Chairman of the

Board

Start-up Board Meeting for the
Next Term
(Post-Conference Meeting of the IAPH
Board of Directors)

15:30-17:00 Thursday May 29, 2003

1. Opening remarks by the Chairperson
(new President)

2. Mid-term Board Meeting in 2004
- Announcement of the venue and dates

by the President
3. Exco Meeting in 2003

- Announcement of the venue and dates
by the President

4. Technical Committees
- Announcement of new Chairs and

members
- Terms of Reference and work-plan for

each Committee for the next term
5. Others, if any
6. Closing remarks by the Chairperson

The 23rd IAPH World Ports
Conference

Provisional Agenda for Plenary Sessions
and Board Meetings

T HE provisional agenda for Plenary Sessions and Board Meetings slated to take place
during the forthcoming Durban Conference were sent to all IAPH regular members
and members of IAPH Board of Directors early April. Members and Directors are

invited to attend the Plenary Sessions and the Board Meetings to discuss such agenda items as
they of are critical importance to the future of IAPH.

See you all soon in Durban!
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Submission of
Credential or Proxy

Form Requested

A S you have found some impor-
tant items in the Provisional
Agenda, such as adoption of

By-Laws Amendments, new Board of
Directors and Exco members, Budget
for 2003/2004, your submission of the
“Notice of Attendance (cum Creden-
tial/Proxy Form)” is requested for the
purpose of securing a quorum for each
valid meeting.

Regular Members

In his recent letter addressed to all
Regular Members, Dr. Satoshi Inoue
requested that Regular Members
advise the name of their representative
to the Durban Conference by submit-
ting Credential Form to the Secretary
General as soon as practicable, be it by
fax or e-mail.

He further stressed that even if one is
not attending the Durban Conference
such members are able to attend the
Conference by proxy by entrusting the
voting rights to: the IAPH President,
the Reigonal Vice-President or the rep-
resentative of Regular Members, who
will be attending the Conference.

Members of the Board of
Directors

In his recent letter to all Directors,
Secretary General Inoue asked all
Directors to submit notices of atten-
dance to the planned Board Meetings
on the occasion of the Durban
Conference.

Dr. Inoue also emphasized that
Directors who will not be attending the
meetings can still execute their voting
rights by entrusting such privilege to
the Board Chairman, President Someya,
Regional Vice President or other
Director who is attending the meetings
by submitting a Proxy From to the
Secretary General beforehand.

Your immediate action is requested!

Dr. Satoshi Inoue
IAPH Secretary General
5th Fl. North Tower, New Pier Takeshiba
1-11-1 Kaigan, Minato-ku, Tokyo
105-0022 Japan

• First (Akiyama)* Prize 
Mr. Nelson C. Mlali
Tanzania Harbours Authority
Tanzania
for “My suggestions for changes to
improve the quality of service” at Dar es
Salaam Port, Tanzania
(To be awarded a silver medal, US$2,000
and an invitation to attend the 23rd
World Ports Conference IAPH.
Durban, South Africa, May 2003, with
traveling and hotel accommodation pro-
vided)

*The top prize is named the “Akiyama Prize”
after one of the great founding fathers of IAPH,
the late Mr. Toru Akiyama, who served as IAPH
Secretary General from 1967 to 1973.

• Second Prize 
Mr. Raouf Y. Ali
Point Lisas Industrial Port Development
Corporation Limited (PLIPDECO)
Trinidad and Tobago
for “How to improve port efficiency at
PLIPDECO”
(To be awarded cash prize of US$500)

• Third Prize
Mr. S.H. Rachmanto
Indonesian Port Corporation III 
Indonesia
for “Policy on Information Technology of
Indonesian Port Corporation III Facing
Global Competition”
(To be awarded cash prize of US$400)

As to the Fourth and Consolation Prizes,
there were no entries considered eligible.

ESSAY JUDGING PROCESS

1. The essays were judged indepen-
dently by 2 judges:

Mr. GOON Kok Loon (Singapore)
Mr. Eddy BRUYNINCKX

(Antwerp, Belgium)

The judges used a consistent set of
judging criteria with fixed weighting.
The criteria were as follows:
• Clear identification of the problem
• Effectiveness and level of detail of solution
• Compelling quantification of cost versus

benefits
• Identification of solution implementation

problems and how to overcome them
• Applicability of solution worldwide; impact

of solution

The results from each judge were
then collated and the top three aggre-
gate scores determined the top three
winners.  Both judges concurred on the
selection of the winners.

ABOUT THE ESSAYS

1. General comments:
The judges are impressed by the
thought and effort put into the
essays.  The coverage of the topics
was broad, ranging from strategic
papers on improving service quality
to detailed suggestions on a new
spare parts system for port equip-
ment.  We want to thank all partici-
pates for their effort and congratulate
the following winners:

2. Comments on the winning essays
• Top (Akiyama Prize) Winner:
Mr. Nelson C. Mlali from Dar es
Salaam Port, TANZANIA for his sug-
gestions for changes to improve qual-
ity of service at Dar es Salaam Port.

Comments: This is an excellent paper,
with clear structure, prob-
lem identification, well-
defined goals and recom-
mendations.  There was a
razor sharp focus on
improving the quality of
service in the port. Mr Mlali
backed up his recommen-
dations with very detailed
explanations and impact
analysis.  His logical
approach was also aug-
mented by outcome analy-
sis, detailing every step
and rationale used.

Winners announced
IAPH Essay Contest for

Akiyama Prize 2002/2003

T HE IAPH Essay Contest 2002/2003,
the theme of which was “My sug-
gestions for changes to improve

the quality of service in my port”, has been
successfully concluded with 14 entries
received from 12 IAPH members.

Former Chair of Human Resources
Committee, Mr. Goon Kok-Loon
announced the final results at the end of
February.

Important!
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• Second Place Winner:
Mr. Raouf Y. Ali from PLIPDECO,
Couva, TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO for
his essay on how to improve port effi-
ciency at PLIPDECO.

Comments: The essay focused on oper-
ations and productivity at
PLIPDECO.  Mr. Ali was
able to trace down the
problem clearly and tackle
the problem with a well-
developed and logical
approach, which was both
broad and well-covered.
The impact, cost versus
benefit and potential imple-
mentation problems were
well thought through.

• Third Place Winner:
Mr. S.H. Rachmanto, from Indonesian
Port Corporation III, INDONESIA for
his essay on “Policy on Information
Technology of Indonesian Port
Corporation III Facing Global
Competition”.

Comments: Mr. S.H. Rachmanto pro-
posed a strategic
Information Technology
plan for the Indonesian
Ports.  He was able to
describe the specific
Indonesian port technology
situation, and follow
through with  the basic
plan ideas, implementation
strategy, integration plans
and a detailed budget.   He
made bold recommenda-
tions and covered a lot of
ground.

Our sincere thanks go to all 14 entrants
from the following 12 IAPH Members:

• Cochin Port Trust, India
• Cyprus Ports Authority, Cyprus
• Indonesia Port Corporation II, Indonesia
• Indonesia Port Corporation III, Indonesia
• Kenya Ports Authority, Kenya
• National Institute of Port Management,

India
• Paradip Port Trust, India
• Philippine Ports Authority, the Philippines
• Point Lisas Industrial Port Development

Corporation Limited (PLIPDECO),
Trinidad

• Taichung Harbor Bureau, China
• Port of Tallinn, Estonia
• Tanzania Harbours Authority, Tanzania

List of participants

• Mr José Luis Estrada Llaquet
Planning Director, Puertos del Estado, Spain.
Chairman.

• Mr. Leonids Loginovs
Chief Executive Officer, Freeport of Riga
Authority, Latvia.

• Mr. Vladas Sturys
Director for Strategy, Klaipeda Port
Authority, Lithuania.

• Mr. Vasile Pistolea
Expert, Maritime Training Centre,
Constanza, Romania; President, Romanian
Maritime Association.

• Macario Fernández Trueba
Director, Port of Santander, Spain

• Harilaos N. Psafaratis
Maritime Transport, NTUA, Greece.

• Álvaro Rodríguez Dapena
Intermodal Planning Área, Puertos del
Estado, Spain.

• Arnold Bakelaar
Commercial Division Business Development
Logistics, Port of Rotterdam. 

• M. van Schuylenburg MSSc.
Strategy&Communication Corporate
Development, Senior Project Manager

1. Welcome reception by the Chairman,
Mr. José Luis Estrada, Planning Director,
Puertos del Estado, Spain.

Mr. José Luis Estrada welcomed the
members of the Committee to
Amsterdam. 

He offered a special welcome to and
expressed his thanks for the presence of
the new members of the Committee:

- Mr. Vladas Sturys, who had participated in
the Riga Committee

- Mr. Harilaos Psafaratis
- Mr. Álvaro Rodríguez Dapena, who was

presented by the Chairman as assistant and
Secretary of the Committee.

- Mr. Arnold Bakelaar
- Mr. van Schuylenburg

Also, Mr. Estrada justified the holding

of the meeting in Amsterdam and not in
Spain because of tight scheduling and
also to take advantage of the Regional
Meeting Europe-Africa.

Mr. Estrada indicated that all
Committee Members had been invited
to attend, but that some of them had
excused their presence: 

- Mr. John Hirst
- Dr. Y. Kawasaki
- Mr. Daniel Loosveldt

2. Approval of minutes from last meeting 

The minutes of the last meeting of the
Committee held in Riga, 4th October
2002 were approved unanimously. The
contents of the minutes were published
in a specific article in “Ports and
Harbours” (IAPH “Announcements and
News”, December and 2002) and several
copies of this article were distributed to
the assistants.

3. Report of practical cases on logistics and
intermodality

Mr. José Luis Estrada presented a
proposal of a basic schedule to develop
a Report which will focus on collecting
best practical examples of logistics and
intermodality related to ports on a
worldwide scale. The aim of this
approach is to achieve a representative,
clear and pedagogic publication in a
homogeneous format showing best port
practices in the field of logistics and
intermodality. Some examples of pro-
jects to be described could be the fol-
lowing:

- Integration of ports into logistics chains
- Development of logistics zones or distri-

parks in ports or linked to ports
- Development of intermodality at ports
- Development of rail terminals at ports
- Dry ports and inland terminals linked to

ports
- Added-value activities and services at ports
- Others

Minutes of the

IAPH Combined Transport,
Distribution & Logistics

Committee Meeting
February 19, 2003, Amsterdam

6
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Mr. Estrada proposed, in principle, a
general common format and index for
the description of each port experience
or project, which is as follows:

- Abstract
- Introduction
- Physical description, including location,

configuration, etc. illustrated with maps,
photographs, schematics…

- Operational description: operations linked
to ports. Service characteristics…

- Economic description, financing schedule
and cost-benefit analysis

- Organisation description: public and pri-
vate agents involved and their relation-
ships.

- Commercial description: market analysis
- General analysis of the integration of the

port in the port strategy.
- Conclusions

Mr. Estrada suggested that the cases
be finished no later than 15th April, to
allow sufficient time to print them
before the Durban Conference. All the
Members of the Committe are invited to
do their own port cases or to try to get
cases from other ports which are con-
didered of interest.

Mr. Estrada indicated that so far
there are five different reports to be
incorporated:

- The Freeport of Riga: Connecting the East
and the West”, by Leonids Loginovs

- The port of Santander, by Macario
Fernández Trueba

- The logistic activities zone of the port of
Barcelona, by Santiago Bassols.

- The dry port of Madrid, by José Luis
Estrada Llaquet

- The FAMAS project at the port of
Rotterdam, by Mr. van Schuylenburg

Mr. Estrada also said that one new
case, probably from the port of Antwerp
or Hamburg, is likely. 

Mr. Vladas Sturis asked for the gener-
al structure of the publication that is to

Invest

Operate

Provide

Invest in and manage seaports, airports, inter-modal terminals, and other sound investments for
exceptional performance 

transport facilities to high standards of quality, service, performance, environmental practice
and customer-focused commerciality 

its management expertise and resources to assist you to add value to your infrastructure
investments, and outperform your competitors in quality, efficiency and innovation

Add value through investments in quality transport infrastructure around the world

For further information please contact: Mr Graham D. Mulligan - Managing Director
IIM - Level 14 Central Plaza One, Queen Street, Brisbane, Qld  4000  Australia
Phone: +61 7 3221 1066 - Fax: +61 7 3220 1211 - Mobile: 0409 726 233 - Email: graham.mulligan@iiml.com.au

Operate

Provide

www.iiml.com.auMEB0000014

WhatWhat International Infrastructure Management can do for you:

include the port projects, suggesting
the possibility of including a prefatory
chapter describing the general econom-
ic, logistic and transport framework that
justifies the development of the projects
to be described.

Mr. Harilaos N. Psafaratis proposed to
be the author of this prefatory chapter;
thois offer was accepted by the chair-
man, who thanked him for his interest.

All of the cases had to be sent by e-
mail to Mr. Alvaro Rodríguez, who is to
collect them and forward them to the
other members of the Committee for
analysis and comments prior to printng.

Mr. Loginovs then gave to the
Chairman his work entitled “The
Freeport of Riga: Connecting the East
and the West”. Mr. Estrada thanked Mr.
Loginovs for his excelent work.

The Committee Members accepted
the project, considering that it is very
interesting and questions like modal
split and intermodality should be
emphasized as a general topic which
covers the global planning of the pro-
ject.

4. Objectives of the Committee

Mr. Estrada recalled the objectives
established in Riga which are, in the
short-term, to initiate a Report about the
most interesting cases on logistics and
intermodality related to ports on a
worldwide-scale.

This could be a kind of systematic
report which plays the role of an obser-
vatory of cases to be shown to all IAPH
members.

Obviously, an intermodal and logistic
framework must be established, and a
final analysis of the cases should to be
done, so as to identity general conclu-
sions on the subject. 

Mr. Pistolea suggested that making a
collection of cases is an important task
even though it seems easy in the begin-
ning.

5. Presentation of FAMAS project.

Mr. Arnold Bakelaar and Mr. van
Schuylenburg presented the FAMAS
(“First All Modes All Sizes”) project at
the port of Rotterdam. 

The goal of this project is to develop,
in a public-private partnership, a new
generation of container terminals and
service centres with connecting Inter
Terminal Transportation systems (ITT)
at Maasvlakte 2 (MV2). A “combi”
organised container terminal is present-
ed in three peninsulas:

- 1 container peninsula with road/rail/barge
handling (“compact” design)

- 1 container peninsula with road and barge
handling (“combi” design)

- 1 container peninsula with road handling
(“distributed” design).

This layout allows enough flexibility
to cater to shipping lines seeking differ-
ent service levels. In total, the container
volume estimates for MV1 and MV2 are
in 2020 some 8,7 and 5,4 million TEU-
moves per year, respectively, with a
high level of productivity at all of the
facilities. 

Some of the Committe members
asked about the total cost of FAMAS
project and Mr. van Schuylenburg
informed that it is near 1,6 billion euros.

6. Conclusions and close of the meeting

All the participants agreed to the gen-
eral structure presented by the
Chairman to develop each port case in
the field of logistics and intermodality
and a number of 5 or 6 cases were ini-
tially established to be finished and pre-
pared before the forthcoming 23rd  IAPH
World Ports Conference in Durban, 25th
to 30th May, 2003.

Mr. Estrada thanked the members for
their attendance.
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Tokyo News Service's Website
Tokyo News Service, Ltd. has posted its website  “S&TN OnLine” on the Internet. Provided on this homepage for easy reference are liner shipping schedules and related 

data extracted from  Shipping and Trade News and Sea Sprite.
With use of the website initially being offered free of charge, we would like to invite you to sign up to access the latest 

updates on the homepage by first entering the information requested on the registration page.

URL: http://www.tokyonews.co.jp/marine
Information posted: 1. Sailing schedules  a. Liner shipping schedules (export/import) to and from Japan b. Liner schedules (export) 

from Asian countries other than Japan c. Feeder schedules to and from Singapore  
2. Ship details   3. Telephone and fax numbers of shipping firms and agents   4. Surcharges   5. News 

S & TN OnLine

Tokyo News Service, Ltd.

Membership Notes
New Members
Regular Member

Autoridad Portuaria de Las Palmas [Spain]
Address: C/Tomas Quevedo Ramírez, S/N 35008 Las

Palmas de G.C, SPAIN
Attn.: Mr. Jose M. Pintado Joga, Director
Phone: +34-928-300411
Fax: +34-928-300423
E-mail: jmpintado@palmasport.es
Website: http://www.palmasport.es

Autoridad Portuaria de Gijon [Spain]
Address: Claudio Alvargonzalez, 32, 33201-Gijon 

(Asturias), SPAIN
Attn.: Mr. Miguel Angel Pesquera González, 

Presidente
Phone: +34-985-179600
Fax: +34-985-351323
E-mail: mapesquera@puertogijon.es
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 A service is any act or perfor-
mance that one part can offer to
another, that is essentially
intangible and does not result
in the ownership of anything.
Services are characterized by
intangibility and perishability
as they can not be inventoried.
Further, they are produced and
consumed simultaneously
which means; the service
provider is often physically pre-
sent when consumption takes
place 

1.2 Service quality is the cus-
tomer’s subjective experience of the
service delivered as compared to
expectations.

1.3 Sea ports provide terminal facilities for
ships to load/discharge cargo as well
as temporary storage facilities.

1.4 The Port of Dar es salaam in Tanzania
located at latitude 6.50 E and longi-
tude 39.170E, is the Gateway to
Eastern and Central Africa countries
such as Zambia, Democratic Republic
of Congo, Rwanda, Burundi, Malawi
and Uganda.

1.5 Port services are many but it suffices
to mention the following key ser-
vices:-

IAPH Essay Contest for
Akiyama Prize 2002/2003

Winning Essay
How to Improve the Quality of

Service in my Port

Nelson C. Mlali
Senior Statistical Officer

Tanzania Harbours Authority, Tanzania

• Stevedoring operations
• Ship loading/discharging operations
• Quay handling of cargo
• Storage function
• Cargo delivery function
• Towing vessels-Tug
• Vessel pilotage
• Supply of water to vessels
• Dockage
• Dry docking functions

1.6 Improved port service quality is a
function of many factors some of
which are not under the port’s direct

control. The following are some of the
factors:
• Outside port’s direct control
1.6.1 Coordinated and concerted

efforts of stake holders in the
port industry. This is not under
the port’s direct control but
rather it falls on outboard orga-
nizations which work with the
port. In  Dar es salaam port we
have  Shipping Agents,
Clearing and Forwarding
Agents ,the Customs Authority,
COTECNA, the SGS,
Transporters such as the
Railway Authorities (Tanzania
Railways Corporation – TRC
and the Tanzania and Zambia
Railway Authority – TAZARA),
Road  Transporters, The
Ministry of Communications
and Transport, Quality
Controllers such as Radiation
Commission, Tanzania Bureau
of Standards (TBS), Ministry of
Agriculture and Health
Personnel to name but a few.

• Under direct port’s control
1.6.2 Effective supervision of

Terminal Operations
1.6.3 Quality of labour force and the

prevailing motivation packages

1.7 The Dar es salaam Port has five termi-
nals with each dedicated to handling
a specific type of cargo. There is a
General Cargo Terminal with a capac-
ity of handling 2.5 million tones per
annum. It runs from Berth No. 1 to
Berth No. 8. It is specifically for
General cargo  Operations.
Second is the Container Terminal
which has been leased to a Private
Operator. It  runs from Berth No. 9 to
Berth No. 11. It has a capacity of han-
dling 120,000 TEUs per annum. 
Third is the Grain Terminal  which is
specifically for handling and storing
bulk grains such as maize, wheat and
fertilizer. It is equipped with fully
automated SILOS with a capacity of
handling 30,000 tonnes of grains at
any  given  time. 
Fourth, there are  two Oil  Terminals
with one, the Single Point Mooring
(SPM) located a few miles off the port.
The facility has an  ability of berthing
tankers of up to 100,000 DWT. The
other Oil Terminal is the Kurasini Oil
Jetty (KOJ) that has a capacity of
berthing tankers of up to 45,000 DWT.
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Lastly is the Passenger Terminal
which handles an average of 569,000
passengers per year. This work is
based on General cargo Terminal
operations as the Container Terminal
has been privatized. However, there
is a Container Section within the ter-
minal.

1.8 With such a range of operational ter-
minals, it is important that the key
players in the port industry including
the Port Authority itself, commit their
attention and resources in helping
the port to perform its functions effi-
ciently.

1.9 This work focuses on improving ser-
vice quality of the port in-terms of:-
1.9.1 Building up sufficient cargo

handling capacity e.g. using
state of the art technology,
deploying skilled and well
motivated  labour force and
streamlining cargo documen-
tation procedures

1.9.2 Achieving speedy operations
and in-turn reduce ship’s wait-
ing time, berth time and over-
all ships’ turn-round time.

2.0 IMPROVING SERVICE QUALITY

2.1 As the primary activity of Dar es
salaam port is loading and discharg-
ing cargo onto/from ships, it follows
that improving service quality means
improving cargo handling opera-
tions. However, the concept of
improving service quality does not
mean that the service levels at our
port are currently low and poor, but
rather emphasis is placed on improv-
ing the service as long as there is an
opportunity of doing so which if well
exploited, will result into better cus-
tomer service standards than cur-
rently enjoyed.

2.2 Cargo handling operations are well
explained by berth operations which
entail the following components:-
2.2.1 The Ship operation

It is a sequence  of four activi-
ties namely:-
(a) Preparation and hooking on

of cargo in the hold
(b) Lifting of  cargo to the quay
(c) Landing of cargo and

unhooking
(d) Return of the hook to the

hold ready for the next pick
2.2.2 The Quay Transfer Operation

In the case of discharging
operations, the Quay transfer
operation starts where the
ship operation ends while in
the case of loading operations
the quay transfer operation fol-

lows the storage operation. It
is the movement of cargo from
the quay to storage areas or
vice-versa.

2.2.3 The storage operation
Port storage is basically in two
forms namely open storage
(yard) and covered storage
(transit sheds). It allows cargo
to be organized and consoli-
dated ready for either delivery
(imports) or shipment (exports)

2.2.4 Delivery/Receipt operation
It forms the last component of
the berth operation. It involves
handing over of cargo to own-
ers/agents (in the case of
import cargo) and receiving
cargo ex-town for consolida-
tion before shipment is effect-
ed.

2.3 Every stage of the Berth operation
involves Documentation, Procedures,
Manpower and Equipment/Port facil-
ities.
2.3.1 Documentation

This is the process of recording
activities on paper as they are
done and using the records as
evidence where needed.  It
comprises of written or printed
paper that gives information or
evidence of the subject under
consideration. The port of Dar
es salaam to a large extent is
still using documentation sys-
tem inherited from the defunct
East African Harbours
Corporation and yet, some
documents have been added
thus making the number of
documents used in document-
ing cargo to be more than 40
Documents.
The following are some of the
documents to name but a few:-
1. Disposal and Declaration

Order (D&DO)-main import
document

2. Stream/Breakage/Vehicle Tally
3. Notice of Commencement of

Loading
4. Gate Pass “A” Manifested

Cargo
5. Rent Memo – THA 6224
6. Vehicle Inspection Report –

THA/6092
7. Missing or Pilfered Goods

Report – THA/6147
8. Export Acceptance and

Shipment – THA/6151
9. Statement of Cargo Short-

shipped
10. Weekly Statement of Local

Export Cargo
11. THA Combined Customs

Transit/Bill of Entry and
D&DO

12. Statement of Service Rendered
(SSR)

13. Miscellaneous Port Services-
THA 6130

14. Miscellaneous Port Services:
Request for Hire of Staff and
Mechanical Equipment

15. Motor Vehicle Report
16. Over-landed Cargo
17. Excess-Landed Cargo-THA

6215
18. Short-Landed Cargo-

THA/6118-6119
19. Daily Working Report-THA

6100
20. Tonnage Return
21. Tonnage Breakdown
22. Daily Return of Cargo handled
23. Examination Voucher-THA

6052
24. Gate Pass Out “B” –

THA/6003
25. Goods Sent to Customs

Warehouse THA/6022
26. Want of Entry Slip (WES) –

THA/6218
27. Shipping Order
28. Vehicle Inspection Report

(VIR)
29. Quay Activity Report
30. General Cargo Terminal Tally

Sheet: Loading and Discharging
31. Weigh Note
32. Defective Package Receipt
33. Motor Vehicle Transfer 

Register
34. Next Shift Working Advice-

THA/0790
35. Container Movement Sheet
36. Daily Performance-Container

Unit
37. House/House Container

Loading List
38. Delivery Advice for Empty

Containers by Road/Rail
39. Arrival Advice for Empty con-

tainers by Road
40. Container

Inspection/Interchange Report
41. Container Examination’s

Report
42. Want of Entry Slip (WES)

• Problem
The more the number of docu-
ments used in operations, the
longer the time needed to com-
plete them. Moreover, as com-
pletion of the documents is
done manually, the degree of
error and delays is increased.
This problem is common in all
stages of the Berth operation.
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• Suggestion
(i) The number of documents

should be reduced. This is
possible by eliminating
those documents whose

functions resemble with
some others. In Dar es
salaam port we have for
example, the following doc-
uments:-

Documents

• Stream/Breakage/Vehicle

• General cargo Terminal Tally

• Tonnage Return
• Tonnage Breakdown
• Daily Return of cargo

• Miscellaneous Port Services-
THA 6130

• Miscellaneous Port Services:

for Hire of Staff and
Mechanical Equipment

Function

To record cargo
information during
discharging operations

To reflect cargo handled
on daily basis in terms of
imports, exports, cargo
received, cargo
transferred and cargo
cleared from the port

To record extra services
rendered which should
be paid for.

To specify Client’s
service requirements

Remarks

General cargo Terminal
Tally sheet if improved can
cater for the purpose - the
other document should be
phased out.

Daily Return of cargo
handled should be
improved to accommodate
all the functions while the
other two documents
should be phased out.

Miscellaneous Port
Services-THA 6130
document should be
improved to cover Client’s
service requirements which
should be paid for. Request
for Hire of Staff and
Mechanical Equipment
should be discarded

Table I: Documents with similar functions

(ii) Cargo documentation
processes should be com-
puterized. This will involve
the following:-
a. Purchasing adequate and

suitable computers
b. Purchasing suitable pro-

grams
c. Training personnel to man

the computers and execute
documentation processes.
The suggested computeriza-
tion process is dealt with
under item 3.0.

• Benefits
(i) Reduction in the number of

documents used will save a
lot of time which is currently
used in filling in them. It will
also reduce costs currently
incurred in printing and pur-
chasing stationery.

(ii) It will reduce delays in cus-
tomer service thus improv-
ing the service.

(iii) It will reduce the number
of people who are charged
with the responsibility of
filling in the documents

thus saving a lot in-terms
of costs associated with
them.

(iv) Speedy and accurate oper-
ations will be achieved.
Further more, accurate
information will be
obtained and consequently
quality planning will be
attained.

(v) It will reduce the chances
for dishonest people  steal-
ing through documentation
fraud. as there will be a few
documents to reconcile.

(vi) Bureaucracy, will to a great
extent be reduced.

2.3.2 Procedures
A procedure is a step by step
way of doing things.  Cargo
handling operations in the port
are governed by procedures
which are employed in both
import and export trade.
However, this is an area which
needs attention of  not only the
Port Authorities but also other
key players in the port and
shipping industry.

• Problem
Import documentation proce-
dure is long and cumber-
some. The procedure for pro-
cessing import documents
takes an average of 15 days.
This time includes the time
taken by procedures outside
the port. The port contributes
only  13% to the total days
spent in processing the docu-
ments.

Diag. 1: The Flow of Import Documents
(D&DO) in the Port
1. Customs Long Room

• Dispatches copies of passed D&DO
and Single Bill of Entry to Port
Revenue Accounts Office

2. Port Revenue Accounts
• Received documents so dispatched by

the Customs
• Documents are checked to ensure

validity
• Billing is done so as to secure port

charges
• Payments receipts are issued to cus-

tomers after paying the necessary
charges

• Documents are dispatched to the
Central Documentation Office

3. The Central Documentation Office
• Documents dispatched from the

Revenue Office are received
• Documents are checked to ensure

that they are valid and  correct in
every respect

• A small number is issued for security
control purposes

• Documents are dispatched to
Manifest section of the Delivery berth.

4. The Manifest section
• Receives documents from the Central

Documentation Office
• Checks validity of the documents
• Dispatches the documents to the

Delivery point
5. The Delivery point (Shed/Yard)

• Receives documents from the
Manifest section

• Traces the cargo which has been
specified on the documents

• If the document (Declaration and
Disposal Order) has already been
released by Customs, cargo is handed
over to the customer and evidenced
by the preparation of the Gate Pass.

• If the Customs have not yet released
the document, it will be dispatched to
Customs for verification and release
stamp

6. The Check Point
• Checks documents (yellow and white

copies), Gate Pass and actual cargo on
carriers to ensure that they corre-
spond
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• Endorsement and stamping on the
Gate Pass by a Check Point staff
before allowing cargo to proceed to
the Exit Gate.

7. Exit Gate
• Final check-up is done on documents,

cargo and the carrier
• The Security personnel endorses on

the Gate Pass and stamps on it.
• Retains Gate Pass and  allows cargo

out of the port area
• Suggestion
(i) The Custom Authority should

cut down red-tapes in:-
•  Tax assessment
•  Cargo verification

(ii) Cargo carriers, especially the
two railway authorities
(Tanzania  Railway
Corporation -TRC and
Tanzania Zambia Railways
–TAZARA), should strive to
providing fast and reliable ser-
vice by ensuring adequate
supply of wagons.

(iii) Establishment of a “one stop
centre” whereby all players in
the delivery documentation
procedure will be under one
roof.

• Benefits
The above suggested solutions
will lead to reduction in the
number of days cargo spends
in the port which will result
in:-

(i) Saving time by reducing
unnecessary delays resulting
from shuttling between offices
which are widely scattered in
town. Mombasa port in Kenya
has succeeded to reduce the
number of days taken to clear
cargo out of the port from 8
days to 1 day!

(ii) Reducing costs on the part of
importers and a possible fall in
prices of the goods so handled
if other factors remain con-
stant (ceteris paribus)

(iii) Reducing the possibility of
occurrence of cargo conges-
tion in the port thereby creat-
ing room and enhancing
port’s ability to handle incom-
ing cargo. 
These benefits are nothing
else but  improvement in the
port’s service quality.

2.3.3. Manpower/Human resource
(a) People with ability to work

is a key aspect of  all the
afore mentioned three
aspects (documentation,
procedures and equipment)

because they are all
shaped, deployed and con-
trolled by a human being
with a view to achieving
efficient operations.

(b) Service to customers is
influenced more than any-
thing by employees’ atti-
tudes. Employees must be
able to see things through
eyes of customers so that

customers will in-turn see
the Organization (the Port)
through its employees.

• Problems
(i) Ill-motivated labour force fails

to achieve performance targets
while motivated labour force
surpasses targets as shown
hereunder in several ship oper-
ations:-

Table II: Impact of Incentive to Performance

S/NO.  SHIP'S NAME START           COMMODITY   AVERAGE                 TARGET  DIFFE-
OPERATIONS                     PERFORMANCE     (M/TONS) RENCE

(TONS/GANG-SHIFT)               (M/TONS)

1 HELIOS 06/04/02 BAGS SUGAR 143 170 -27*
2 AR RABBU 23/04/02 BAGS SUGAR 308 170 138
3 PECINE 08/05/02 BAGS RICE 59 170 -111*
4 NEGO WES 13/02/02 BAGS RICE 148 170 -22
5 NEGO WES 08/02/02 BAGS RICE 212 170 42
6 AS SALAAM 21/05/02 BAGS SUGAR 160 170 -10*

7 RANA QUEEN 09/01/02
BAGS WHEAT

150 170 -20*
BRAN

8 SKY BIRD 23/10/01 BAGS SUGAR 276 170 106

* Ships which operated without incentive.

(ii) Poorly trained labour force fails
to achieve performance targets
and contributes to the provi-
sion of poor quality service.
This is because a poorly
trained personnel spends most
of the time in trying to study
and understand the task at
hand. Yet, the performance
becomes uncertain.
In Dar es salaam port most of
the workers lack customer ser-
vice training  as a result cus-
tomers are irritated  by being
unnecessarily delayed. This is
especially the case in cargo
clearance operations and claim
processing.

(iii)As operations are not suffi-
ciently automated, labour is
still needed to perform various
operations.

(iv)Manpower retrenchment exer-
cises have created shortage of
staff in categories of equip-

ment operators  and tally
clerks. When the port is busy,
one crane operator serves two
working hatches while a Clerk
serves up to three gangs. This
situation slackens speed of
operations as workers become
tired in early hours of the shift.
This lengthens ship’s time at
berth.

• Suggestions:-
(i) The port authority should

introduce monetary incentive
package to be paid immediate-
ly after completion of the task.
This will improve stevedoring
operations because the more a
gang performs the more it is
paid in the form of incentive.

(ii) Training of staff during this
time of cut-throat competition
in port business should focus
on customer care so that every
port staff becomes customer

Table III: Customer care Training Programme

Group                         No. of Staff   Type of Training    Duration    Estimated Cost (USD)

Delivery point staff 30 Customer care 4 Weeks 51,965

Administrators     10 Customer care    4 Weeks    20,212(claim processors)

Operations Planning staff 5 Customer care 4 Weeks 8,835
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Description           No. of Units   Total Cost (USD)

Reach Stacker 2 625,000
Forklift Trucks 

10 468,750
(5-8 Tons)
Front Loader 2 400,000
Empty Container 

1 170,833
Handler (16 Ton)

Total Cost 1,664,583

Table V: Suggested Equipment
purchases

oriented. This will honour the
old marketing adage which
goes as saying “A customer is
a King or Queen.” As a start,
the following customer care
training programme can be
considered for implementa-
tion:-

(iii) The Port authority should still
enhance security of cargo in
its premises by providing rele-
vant training  and necessary
facilities to port security
guards.

• Benefits
(i) Gang productivity is expected

to shoot up if all other factors
remain constant because
workers will have been moti-
vated.

(ii) Customers will quickly and
efficiently be served.

(iii)Number of customer claims
resulting from poor handling of
cargo will be reduced as a
result of improved service
quality.

These benefits reveal another face
of improved service quality.

2.3.4 Equipment
The Dar es salaam port main-
tains the following fleet of
equipment  which facilitate
port operations:-

General
Cargo
handling

Type

Front
Loaders
Empty
Handlers
Forklift Trucks
Trailers
Tractors
Mobile
Cranes
Portal
Cranes

No. of
Units

2

5
35
66
15

9
24

Capacity
Range
(SWL) in
M/Tons

36

20
2.5 - 8

40
30 - 40

7 - 20
5 - 7

Table IV: General cargo Handling
Equipment capacity as at July 2002

• Problem
(a) On the part of the Port Authority

(i) Constrained capacity of the
current equipment fleet where-
by our Portal cranes fail to func-
tion efficiently when it comes
to handling heavy lifts weigh-

ing more than 8 Tons. A ship
carrying heavy lifts will in most
cases be served by ship’s der-
ricks or else risk spending more
time at berth.

(ii) Bureaucratic procurement pro-
cedures for spare parts con-
tribute to equipment delays at
the Mechanical Equipment
workshop when they are sent
for repair.

(iii) Obsolete equipment e.g. most
of the mobile cranes further
contribute to low speed of
performance.

(b) On the part of Transporters

(i) The Tanzania Railway
Corporation (TRC) for example,
has been failing to transport
timely, Uganda traffic from the
Dar es salaam port mainly due
to its constrained capacity
especially wagon shortage. So
a country like Uganda would
view the Dar es salaam port as
offering poor services!

• Suggestion
(i) Fleet of the following equip-

ment be checked and new pur-
chases should be considered so
as to increase capacity our
equipments can safely handle. 

(ii) The procedure for procurement
of spare parts for equipment
should be improved , mainte-
nance routine at the workshop
should also be improved so as
to reduce the number of equip-
ment under maintenance at
any particular time. Efforts
should be geared towards
reducing equipments’  time at
the workshop so that they
become available for opera-
tions.

(iii) In reducing maintenance
costs on the part of the Dar es

salaam  port, it is suggested
that aged equipment should
be disposed of and replaced
by new ones. Alternatively,
equipment maintenance ser-
vices could be leased to a pri-
vate operator and let the Port
Authority maintain a small
number of mechanics for rou-
tine equipment servicing and
doing minor repairs.

• Benefits
(i) The Port Authority will spend

less money in frequent repairs
as old equipment stock will
have been replaced by new
ones.

(ii) It is possible through such a
process to acquire modern
equipment which will improve
cargo handling services in the
port.

3.0 COMPUTERIZA OF
OPERATIONS

3.1 Current Computerization develop-
ment in the port

Most of the procedures and opera-
tions in the port are conducted man-
ually. 
3.1.1 There is the Advance Cargo

Information System popularly
known as “ACIS” project
which was launched for the
sake of  removing non physical
barriers arising from outdated
communication system and
infrastructural bottlenecks and
ensuring smooth and sus-
tained traffic flow through the
port.
It was aimed at linking all
players involved  in the move-
ment of goods. These include
Shipping Lines/Agents,
Clearing/Forwarding Agents,
Customs Authorities,
Government Agencies, Surface
Transport Operators, Shippers,
Insurers, Surveyors, and
Bankers.
The system has been designed
to capture both cargo and ves-
sel information. It is under four
main modules namely; the
Manifest module, the Harbour
Master’s module, the Port
Statistics module and the Gate
Pass module. Through this sys-
tem, customers could be able
to track their cargo at any par-
ticular time

3.1.2 A Billing system at the Port
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Revenue Office is computer-
ized whereby the harbour tariff
and the main commodity types
have been programmed and
interpreted to produce a com-
modity code dictionary. When
the cargo type is entered  the
amount of charges to be paid
is automatically printed on a
slip which is handed over to a
customer for payment. It is
linked to the main server.

3.1.3 Stand alone computers are
found in various offices but are
mainly used for word process-
ing and facilitating clerical
functions.

3.1.4 An internet service under
www.tanzaniaports.com has
been launched to enable infor-
mation transfer from one area
to another.

3.2 Shortfalls of the current system
3.2.1 Lack of standard office

automation software e.g. while
the majority of users use Ms
Excel and Ms Access as data
base software, yet there are
some who use Lotus 123. This
complicates the transfer of
information from one
version/program to another.

3.2.2 Poor telecommunications infra-
structure. There are frequent
interruptions on internet ser-
vices a problem which denies
users timely information.

3.2.3 Inadequate training of staff
has led to underutilization of
the present computers where-
by they are used for formatting
rather than data storage and
manipulation.

3.2.4 The above shortfalls have led
to failure to effect Electronic
Data Interchange (EDI)
between enterprises and
between computers which in
the final analysis contribute to
delays in offering services.

3.3 Suggested computerization of opera-
tions
3.3.1 It was expected that once the

project was completed, the
Railway Authorities, the Port
Authority, the Customs,
Transporters and Shipping
Lines/Agents would be linked
to the Backbone Information
System (BIS) and that is when
EDI will be possible. In my
opinion, if the ACIS is well
implemented  to cover all
areas as anticipated,
tremendeous improvement in
service quality will be

achieved. 
3.3.2 This is considered the best

alternative in the port because
most of the facilities (e.g. com-
puters) for the project have
already been purchased and
some of the staff have been
trained. Therefore the cost ele-
ment involved will be low.

3.3.3 In view of the above, it is sug-
gested that:-
(a) ACIS should be improved

so that all modules are put
into operations to achieve
all necessary information
linkage. For example, if one
wants to look at the perfor-
mance of a certain ship,
information should easily
be found on one page and
not clicking through a
range of pages before infor-
mation becomes available
as the case currently is!
Currently it is  the Harbour
Master’s module and the
Manifest module which are
operational.

(b) More staff should be
trained in ACIS so that
there will be adequate per-
sonnel to run the system
throughout the above men-
tioned modules and
installed workstations.

(c) Other critical functions not
addressed by the system
should be added to make it
more useful. These func-
tions include:-

(i)  Port Planning
• Berthing plan
• Transport Planning
• Labour scheduling
• Equipment scheduling
• Manpower Planning

(ii) Cargo Traffic monitoring
• Cargo (including Containers)

tracking (Discharging to deliv-
ery/Acceptance to shipment)

• Analysis of cargo handled by
category/status/origin/destina-
tion

• Equipment  usage
(iii) Vessel Traffic monitoring

• Services rendered to ships
• Billing summary

(iv) Port users Database
• Customer satisfaction analysis
• Port users analysis by catego-

ry and volume of business
• General port users informa-

tion
3.3.4 Expected Benefits

The following are the expected
benefits to be gained from

ACIS improvement:-
(i) Advance information given

by the system enables the
port authority to plan opti-
mum use of transport net-
works and standing facili-
ties.

(ii) It will be possible to deter-
mine the latest location and
status of goods.

(iii)It will form a database for
rational corporate planning
by transport operators.

(iv)It will act as a platform
from which national and
sub-regional databases can
be built.

(v) Data will be captured only
once and will be accessible
to many operators. This
removes multiple data
inputs and associated dis-
advantages.

(vi)Administrative delays will
greatly be  reduced due to
the fact that relevant infor-
mation becomes immedi-
ately available to autho-
rized operators.

(vii)It will allow direct commu-
nication between opera-
tors thus avoiding unnec-
essary physical document
transfers and subsequent
delays.

4.0 CONCLUSION

4.1 The port authority needs to be
dynamic in order to implement the
above suggested changes.

4.2 If the suggested solutions are well
implemented, port service quality
will greatly improve and hence less
ship’s turn-round time.
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1. Background

The “global economy” and the advent
of ever faster and more efficient tech-
nologies have meant that no country
can view itself in splendid isolation.
Instead they must focus on broader
issues to ensure survival, if not prosper-
ity. This is particularly true in many
spheres of life but more especially in
politics and economics, resulting in the
formation of specialised international
forums geared towards the coordination
of certain activities. It is this coordina-
tion that promotes the probability of
success across borders, time zones,
exchange rates and political agendas.
Although the concept of coordination is
an ancient one it is the advances in
modern technology that have facilitated
new challenges and created new oppor-
tunities in this area. Email, videoconfer-
encing, EDI-messaging, the Internet,
bullet trains and other such technolo-
gies have enhanced the speed of com-
munication/coordination and cannot be
ignored in the pursuit of a more efficient
world.

Globalised markets have meant
increasing trade across borders as the

Alistair  Petersen Swazi Tshabalala

differentiating competitive advantages
of various economies attempt to guar-
antee the most efficient allocation of
resources. Consequently greater trade
volumes place corresponding pressure
on the utilisation of transport resources
required to move cargo, thus necessitat-
ing that ports and harbours, as critical
nodes in the supply chain, take advan-
tage of the new technological frontier to
promote the coordination and efficiency
of logistics activities. 

Technology in the maritime environ-
ment includes faster and larger vessels,
more powerful tugs, larger gantry
cranes, higher reach-stackers or strad-
dle-carriers, and even fully automated
terminals. These technologies are criti-
cally important in the physical move-
ment of cargo between ship and shore
promising ever-faster handling rates.
The silhouette of tall gantry cranes
against a city skyline is very impressive
but the mere fact that such advanced
equipment is available in a port does
not guarantee higher productivity or
throughput. The efficiency of these
cargo-handling technologies is deter-
mined by the efficiency of cargo opera-
tions planning and also the speed of

customs clearance, which are in turn
determined by the availability of cargo-
related information. 

Cargo will always move physically
but without the correct information it
will neither be cleared by customs nor
be handled in such a manner as to
ensure the most efficient and fastest
exit from the port by vessel, road, rail or
air. This therefore means that the most
efficient handling of cargo is only
achieved when all the role players in
the supply chain process have the rele-
vant information on a timely basis. This
information-sharing concept has been
encapsulated in different systems
throughout the ports of the world and
can be most appropriately described as
Port Community Systems (PCS) i.e. a
system to link the port community, thus
enabling the sharing of relevant data
with the relevant party at the right
time. 

These community systems are struc-
tured in different ways, some as com-
plete packages of operations manage-
ment systems combined with messag-
ing capability while others only act as a
messaging intermediary between vari-
ous operations management systems.
All have been built to improve the effi-
ciency of information sharing and plan-
ning between the port community
stakeholders and have met with differ-
ent degrees of success. Some of the Port
Community systems were developed in
the 1990’s and now need to be redevel-
oped to catch up with modern technolo-
gies despite the concept still being a
very relevant and necessary part of
improving port efficiency. 

After the incidents of September 11,
2001 the world has been on a high state
of alert regarding inbound cargo and
thus the establishment of the Container
Security Initiative (CSI) between ports
of the world. The CSI project requires
that information about cargo heading
for American shores be submitted to US
customs electronically and the same ini-
tiative is likely to spread to other coun-
tries. CSI will promote the information-
sharing concept on a global scale if suc-
cessful.

The challenge remains that in order
to use and distribute the information
the ports will need to have their own
operations management and port com-
munity systems, and that the local PCS
is able to exchange information with
other community systems. For some
community system initiatives this will
demand a re-evaluation of the basis of
the system and may necessitate rede-
velopment thereof, while for others it is
the realisation of already built-in func-
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National Ports Authority of 

South Africa’s 
E-Ports Strategy

Assistant Project Sponsor 
E-Ports Project

National Port Authority 
of South Africa

General Manager
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National Port Authority
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tionality. 
In ports where no such initiative

exists this period creates the opportuni-
ty to build alliances and establish the
information-sharing platform that will
promote better planning and utilisation
of resources in the movement of cargo
through ports. It will mean the sharing
of data between ports even though off-

the-shelf community systems may not
be a functional fit for local port process-
es. The roadmap for each port is likely
to be different but the goal of one global
port community information-sharing
network is the same. This is the
premise upon which the National Ports
Authority’s e-Port strategy is based.

2. The South African Journey 

South Africa has 7 commercial ports
that are managed by the National Ports
Authority (NPA). The provision of port
infrastructure, maintenance of entrance
channels, aids to navigation and mar-
itime services such as piloting,
berthing, tugging, etc. falls within the
ambit of the landlord port authority role
of the NPA. Terminal operations are still
largely managed by the state-owned
South African Port Operations (SAPO)
although some terminals are in private
hands. 

Prior to August 2000 a comprehensive
port authority called Portnet managed
and operated the South African ports,
consisting of the NPA and SAPO as a
single business unit. The comprehen-
sive model had been in existence for
decades but general consensus was
developing that the model was inappro-
priate for supporting the globalisation
of the South African economy after the
first democratic elections in 1994.
Private enterprise would be given a
greater stake in operations once the
appropriate conditions for concession
had been fulfilled. Concessioning can
be viewed as a mechanism to achieve
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Figure 1: South African Ports

key priorities in the South African econ-
omy, namely:

• To increase productivity by introducing
international expertise into terminal oper-
ations 

• To ensure private capital investment in
the ports 

• To promote foreign direct investment
• To promote black economic empower-

ment in the maritime industry
• To position the state as a regulator

instead of an operator

One of the conditions for concession-
ing was that the terminal operations be
established as separate business units
able to be viewed in isolation in terms
of their viability. This meant that
Portnet had to be split into its Port
Authority and Terminal Operations
components leading to the launch of a
project to facilitate the complex transi-
tion of people, processes, assets and
finances. The project was called
Divisionalisation and resulted in the for-
mation of the Port Authority Division
(PAD) and the Port Operations Division
(POD). The separation of the financial
accounts in the old Port Financial
System (Portfin) was fundamental to
the successful divisionalisation of
Portnet. It became an opportune time to

investigate the possibility of imple-
menting a new financial management
information system that would form the
foundation for a community system ven-
ture. 

The divisionalisation also facilitated a
review of the basis of the Wharfage tar-
iffs charged by the Port Authority (now
the NPA). The recommendation was to
change from a value based Wharfage
charge to a unit based Cargo Dues
charge. Primarily this exercise involved
applied statistical modelling to assess
the impact on the ports system as a
whole, including individual customers
because an injudicious application of
the new tariff method could have
caused certain commodities to become
unprofitable to import or export. 

During the tariff change exercise it
became apparent that the Port
Invoicing System (Portis) and Portfin
were very difficult to modify and that
Ingres database skills were becoming
rare and expensive – the database that
both the systems were using. Both of
the systems were customised develop-
ments for Portnet and were thus not
supported by a broad skills base other
than the companies originally involved
in the system design and development. 

The technical difficulties relating to
old and increasingly unreliable systems
confirmed the need for a migration to
more robust information systems that
were supported by different service
providers, thus enabling cost effective
maintenance and technical support. 

The divisionalisation imperative to
separate Port Operations and Port
Authority processes and staff was also
a driving factor in motivating for the
selection of an Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) system, which is known
to be very complicated to implement
but promise a range of functionality far
beyond just financial management and
invoicing systems. 

The combination of future conces-
sioning, divisionalisation of Portnet, the
change to unit-based Cargo Dues, and
the technical support difficulties with
the customised systems gave birth to
the e-Ports strategy, consisting of 3
phases:

1. Divisionalise into a distinct Port Authority
with its own corporate identity, structures
and processes.

2. Implement an ERP system
3. Implement a Port Community System

The objectives of the strategy are as
follows:

• To promote the efficiency of transactions
and logistics activities within the port
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Figure 2: e-Ports Roadmap

community,
• To reduce the transport cost of moving

cargo through the South African ports,
• To create a flexible but stable information

platform for a landlord port Authority to
manage a network of ports.

The Divisionalisation project1 was
successful in managing the multifac-
eted transition from being Portnet to
the new corporate identity of the
National Ports Authority. The project
had its own unique challenges and
achieved the following:

• Managing the change discomfort for
Portnet staff

• Allocating the staff to Authority and
Operations

• Defining new process responsibilities
• Allocating assets between the Authority

and Operations 
• Establishing financial statements for both

divisions
• Implementing temporary solutions while

Portis and Portfin were still being used by
both divisions

The next phase was the implementa-
tion of an ERP system throughout all 9
sites of the National Ports Authority,
being:

• Johannesburg Head Office
• City Deep (inland terminal)
• Port of Richards Bay 
• Port of Durban 
• Port of Cape Town 
• Port of Saldanha 
• Port Elizabeth 
• Port of East London 
• Port of Mossel Bay 

1 : The divisionalisation project is study of its own
and this paper seeks to illustrate the difficulties and
challenges faced during the r-Ports roadmap from a
systems implementation perspective.

3. The ERP Project

An information system project is pre-
dictable in terms of the logical steps
required to implement it but this is
rarely the case in practice. The NPA’s
ERP project began in August 2001 and
was tasked with reengineering busi-
ness processes and cementing the
change by implementing an ERP sys-
tem to support the new processes. 

System Selection and Scope
ERP systems were created to meet

the demand for integrated information
systems, so that the organisation would

Figure 3: SAP R/3 modules

not need to support multiple systems
form different vendors on different hard-
ware platforms, operating systems and
databases. An ERP system reduces the
system complexity of the organisation
but provides its own difficulties in that
it offers so much functionality that most
organisations find it hard to limit the
initial scope of the project. The organi-
sation is usually aware of its minimum
requirements but is surprised at the
range of functionality offered beyond
their requirements and offered as part
of the purchase price of the total sys-
tem.

Transnet, the NPA’s parent company,
had an established relationship with an
ERP vendor called SAP (Systems,
Applications and Products) and select-
ing the system was not difficult once
the references and system functionality
of SAP was confirmed. A previous ver-
sion of SAP’s Human Resources module
was already being used by the NPA but
was not integrated to the financial sys-
tems and would be upgraded to the
same version as the rest of the SAP
implementation.

The NPA knew which functionality it
needed to replace old systems but this
was not sufficient to understand the
functionality within modules them-
selves. The system scope offered was
as follows:

At one NPA management conference
a labour representative indicated that
most organisations don’t use 80% of the
functionality of SAP and he was correct.
The organisation must only use the sys-
tem functionality that supports its busi-
ness and its processes even if more is
on offer. By way of example: as a Port

Authority the SAP Production Planning
module is not a relevant area of func-
tionality to implement.

The ERP project scope initially cho-
sen was:

• Financial Accounting
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• Controlling
• Project Services
• Materials Management (Procurement)
• Sales and Distribution (Real Estate)
• Sales and Distribution (Cargo Dues and

Marine Charges)
• Plant Maintenance

Whilst the above modules would all
be implemented for the first time in the
organisation the SAP Human Resource
module (Payroll, Organisational and
Personnel Administration) was already
being used and would only require an
upgrade to bring it in synch with SAP
version 4.6C. The scope was negotiated
and agreed with the consultants.

In hindsight it would have been more
appropriate for the system scope to be
informed by an external third party that
was not affiliated to the consultants
appointed to implement the system nor
the system vendor. Such a third party
should be aware of the full range of sys-
tem functionality and be in a position to
advise on the most relevant scope for
the business concerned.

Such a third party may have discov-
ered that due to a configuration anom-
aly when the previous version of SAP
HR was implemented it could not be
upgraded to version 4.6C but would
need to be re-implemented as if it had
never been in place before. The contract
entered into allowed for scope modifica-
tions to be agreed by following a strict
procedure and thus the change from
upgrade to implementation of SAP HR
was accommodated within the ambit of
the contract. It is imperative that con-
tracts allow for leeway to modify and
adjust the scope of the project for addi-
tions or removal of functionality.

The Third party advisor could also
recommend the technical platform best
suited to the system concerned, includ-
ing:

• Hardware platform,
• Operating system,
• Database, and
• Possible high-level architecture.

There might also be significant
upgrades of desktop personal comput-
ers and this assessment is also key in
understanding the project budget.
Portis and Portfin used dumb terminals
operating off a mainframe and the
implementation of SAP required that
these terminals be replaced with high
specification Pentium 3 desktop PC’s.
The involvement of the port IT&S man-
agers ensured that such oversights did
not happen on the NPA project.

Leadership
The CEO of the National Ports

Authority of South Africa, Mr.
Siyabonga Gama, ensured that the
organisation understood the importance
of the SAP project to the future of the
NPA as well as that of the industry as a
whole. This message was affirmed in
every senior management forum and
was conveyed to the organisation con-
tinuously.

Contingency planning is an absolute
necessity for projects and especially in
the area of project leadership and the
project team. The NPA lost both its
Project Sponsor and Project Manager
within 4 months of starting the project
and needed to replace the project lead-
ership structures at very short notice. It
is important that a succession plan is in
place for the project leadership and pro-
ject team. The NPA seconded a new
Project Sponsor and Project Manager
within hours of losing the previous lead-
ership but went a step further to
appoint an Assistant Sponsor as back-
up for both the sponsor and project
management roles.

Project Team Selection
A mix of young talent and experi-

enced stalwarts of the organisation sec-
onded to the project team ensured that
reengineered business processes do not
run too far ahead of the organisation
itself.

The Project team were put under
pressure for a long period while the
business processes were being reengi-
neered and the SAP system being
developed. It is important that small
victories be celebrated to ensure that
team members are stretched but not
broken. Morale is a vital success factor
in the project and must be maintained
throughout the duration of their second-
ment to the team and even thereafter. 

The project team must consist of
employees who are strong enough to
support the system and the processes
after the project is finished.

Change Management
The concept of change management

is critical to the success of the project
especially where the reliance on the
enthusiasm of the system users has
such a significant impact on the imple-
mentation. Few consulting bodies
would dare recommend that Change
Management is a necessity for an ERP
implementation project. In the NPA the
term “Change Management” had
become tired and predictable especially
just after the Divisionalisation exercise
had focused on it for more than 12

months. 
The consultants had also adopted a

recipe approach combining roadshows,
presentations and work groups to
achieve the change management deliv-
erable. The interventions were too high
level and did not focus on the impact of
the system on the individual employee.
The Change Readiness Assessment
conducted prior to the commencement
of training therefore indicated a high
degree of uncertainty and discomfort
among NPA staff. 

The project leadership removed all
consultants from the change manage-
ment team and enlisted the services of
a young NPA manager to lead the team.
The individual had been a labour repre-
sentative prior to moving into manage-
ment and had experience across most
areas of the business including working
on tugs. He had a natural flair for relat-
ing to people and was therefore tasked
with reinventing the Change
Management approach on the project
with the change management team.

The first action was to change the
team’s focus from Change Management
to Business Readiness, indicating a
broader focus than merely communica-
tion and change management exercis-
es. The team also put forward a diagno-
sis plan to spend face time with the
future users of the system to assess
where problems existed and then
develop interventions relevant to a
group or even an individual if neces-
sary. They were granted an “undefined
though not unlimited” budget because
of the unpredictability of the Business
Readiness activities. The Change
Readiness Assessment results
improved dramatically as a result of the
new approach.

The Business Readiness team defined
their activities according to the 3 pro-
ject phases:

1. Pre Go-Live and Training
2. Go-Live
3. Post-implementation

The sustained focus on users at key
stages of the project ensured that the
project had to contend with technical
and user training issues only.

Training 
A Training Coordinator was second-

ed to the project to map role profiles to
organisational roles and design training
curricula to suit the profile. The strategy
outlined for training had to ensure that
Trainer competence was available to
the organisation from internal resources
after the consultants had left and conse-
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quently 14 employees were seconded to
the project to be trainers.

The strategy identified 4 distinct
types of user training required to ensure
the system-enablement of business
processes is maintained:

1. Operational training
a. Prior to Go Live
b. Focus was on giving the user broad

awareness of the reengineered business
processes as well as the system-enable-
ment thereof

c. Classroom based learning
2. Experiential training

a. During Go Live or when new users
were being brought onto the system

b. Support and coaching was offered on
site by trainers and/or process team
members

c. On-the-job training
3. Revision training

a. Revision of the entire process
b Classroom or e-Learning based

4. Maintenance Training

a This training was necessitated by
changes made to processes or to the
system after Go Live

b. Training modules were updated 
c. Training curricula were scheduled for

all current users affected by the changes
d. Classroom based depending on the

extent of the change to process and/or
system

This approach implies that SAP train-
ing needs to be continuously available
to the organisation and the NPA has
elected to multi-skill a small team of
trainers to assist the Training
Coordinator to ensure that the organisa-
tion’s users are able to make full use of
the SAP system.

SAP System Rollout
The original project plan had placed

tight timeframes within which the pro-
ject had to be implemented but these
were revisited to ensure practicality
and thoroughness as can be seen in the
diagram below:

Legend: 
• Red – Old project plan
• Blue – Revised project plan

The diagram indicates the project
rollout per Rollout stage of the project of
which there were three:

• Johannesburg Head Office, City Deep,
Richards Bay (174 users)

• Durban (354 users)
• East London, Port Elizabeth, Mossel Bay,

Cape Town, Saldanha (224 users)

The original project plan had four roll-
out phases where Cape Town and
Saldanha were the last sites to Go Live
with the SAP system. Due to the compe-
tence and experience gained by the pro-
ject team it was deemed feasible to sup-
port the last sites in a single rollout
despite the vast geographic distances

Training                     Handholding 

Training           Handholding

Go Live

Go Live

Start 4 weeks

8 weeks

16 weeks

Figure 4: Project Rollout Alternatives

between the sites. This change allowed
the team to spend more time in the ports
doing training and handholding, ensur-
ing thoroughness in bringing users
onboard the SAP system.

As soon as training in one set of sites
was completed the trainers moved on to
the next one and the same was true for
the process team members doing the
handholding support. In the last rollout
phase the trainers joined the process
team members to do handholding thus
ensuring sufficient availability of
resources to support each site.

SAP HR
The need to re-implement SAP HR

was discovered in July 2002 and a small
sub-project was organised and given
only 7 months within which to bring the
module online with the rest of the SAP
system. On the 27th March 2003 the first

payroll was run from the new SAP HR
module thus meeting the project dead-
line. 311 users had to be trained on the
new HR module thus bringing the total
number of staff trained on various mod-
ules of the SAP system to 1069.

The success of the SAP HR sub-project
was as a result of the experience gained
on the main SAP project and the plan-
ning around the laws of someone known
only as Murphy.

SAP Project Summary
The Project finished 3 months ahead of

schedule and on budget despite all the
contingencies that affected the project.

4. Next e-Ports Phase

Having established the NPA’s SAP
system the focus is now changing to pro-
viding the community with the informa-
tion-sharing platform that forms the last
phase of the e-Ports strategy. 

The Port Community System (PCS)
will consist of a portal layer with built-in
workflow, ensuring that information is
routed to the party that needs to receive
it, instead of requiring that paper docu-
ments be delivered and recaptured into
multiple stakeholder systems. The NPA
is currently working with other port com-
panies to implement an appropriate
model for the South African ports.

The first phase is likely to concentrate
on the EDI submission of manifests and
other documentation as well as the
ordering of marine services. Other ports
around the world that have implemented
similar PCS initiatives have indicated
varying degrees of success, some having
been in existence long before the
Internet came of age.

The success of the PCS initiative
depends on the involvement of commu-
nity stakeholders with the project in
process workgroups that will start in
May 2003. 

5. Conclusion

The NPA is committed to ensuring
that it performs its duties as a Port
Authority by:

• Providing world class port infrastructure,
• Providing world class marine services,
• Ensuring world class equipment and cargo

handling services, and
• Providing world class information architec-

ture in the ports network.

This commitment is evidence of the
NPA’s pursuit of facilitating trade in the
ports it manages and interacts with. 
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IMO and EC in high-level

“Prestige” talks

F OLLOWING a meeting between
the Vice-President of the
European Commission Mrs.

Loyola de Palacio, responsible for rela-
tions with the European Parliament,
Transport & Energy and the Secretary-
General of the International Maritime
Organization Mr. William O’Neil, they
both expressed satisfaction with the
positive and constructive manner and
outcome of their consultations concern-
ing the objectives to be achieved in the
aftermath of the accident.

Emphasizing the need for shipping to
continue to be regulated by global stan-
dards, while, at the same time, recogniz-
ing the actions, the role and the respon-
sibilities of the European Union, in par-
ticular the actions required to be under-
taken in the context of the Prestige for a
better coastal protection, the two parties
concurred that the opportunity should be
seized, as soon as possible, for IMO to
further enhance the prevention of pollu-
tion from tankers at the world-wide
level. 

Mrs. de Palacio stated that, having
regard to the obligations under the
European Treaty and the role of the
European Commission within the
European Union and taking account of
the decisions already taken by the
European Parliament and EU-Council of
Ministers, as soon as the EU Institutions
have formulated their position in
response to the Prestige accident, appro-
priate measures would be proposed to
IMO by the EU to revise the MARPOL
Convention with respect to the regula-
tions related to the phasing-out of single-
hull tankers and to prohibit the carriage
of dirty oils by single-hull tankers. It
might be expected that both the Council
and the European Parliament will suc-
ceed in finalizing their position by the
end of March. Mr. O’Neil welcomed this
statement and outlined an expeditious
way to handle the EU proposals once
submitted to IMO for consideration. The
desirability of a global approach to the
single-hull tanker issue was recognized.

Both parties also agreed on the need

for proactive action for the detection of
structural weaknesses in ageing oil
tankers, both single- and double-hulled. 

In the meantime, the importance of
designating new particularly sensitive
sea areas and identifying places of
refuge was stressed. The initiative taken
by EU Member States to have additional
PSSA measures considered at IMO’s
forthcoming MEPC session in July was
welcomed and supported.

With regard to places of refuge, the
European Commission welcomed the ini-
tiatives already taken by IMO towards
adopting appropriate guidelines and
underlined the importance of using these
guidelines when implementing mea-
sures related to places of refuge through-
out the EU.

Both sides emphasized the need to
enhance flag state performance globally
through IMO. Given the commitment of
the EU member states towards flag state
auditing, the importance of achieving
substantial progress on flag state perfor-
mance at forthcoming IMO meetings
(MSC, Council and Assembly) was rec-
ognized.

During the discussion, the European
Commission stressed the added value
the EU is bringing to IMO’s work and
how the relationship between IMO and
the EU could be strengthened. The
European Commission referred to its
proposal for obtaining an early EU mem-
bership at IMO, which it considers will
offer it the opportunity to play an even
more constructive role within the organi-
zation. 
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BIMCO: BIMCO Adapting to 

U.S. Customs 24-hour Rule

O N February 2, 2003 the U.S.
Customs Service began enforc-
ing new regulations requiring

carriers to provide the U.S. Customs
with the vessel’s cargo manifest (cargo
declaration) latest 24 hours before load-
ing, at a foreign port, cargo destined for
the U.S. or passing through U.S. ports in
transit. It is important to note that the
regulations do not apply to bulk car-
goes. In the case of break-bulk cargoes

an exemption may be available.
The so called “24-hour rule” has been

implemented to try to help the U.S.
Customs evaluate the risk of smuggled
weapons of mass destruction before the
goods are loaded on vessels for impor-
tation into the U.S. while, at the same
time, enabling the U.S. Customs to facil-
itate the prompt release of legitimate
cargo following its arrival in the U.S.

Failure to provide the required infor-
mation within 24 hours prior to loading
may result in the delay of a permit
being issued to discharge the cargo in
the U.S. and/or the assessment of
penalties or claims for liquidated dam-
ages levied on the carrier by the U.S.
Customs.

In an effort to protect carriers against
the consequences of these new security
measures, two standard clauses have
been produced by BIMCO for incorpora-
tion into voyage and time charter par-
ties, respectively.

Acknowledging the fact that the
charterers are usually in a better posi-
tion than the owners to obtain and
assess the correctness of the informa-
tion provided for the cargo, sub-clause
(a)(i) applies the principle that the char-
terers shall provide all necessary cargo
information to the owners to enable
them to submit a timely and accurate
cargo declaration.

Ideally it would be more expedient if
the charterers were themselves to sub-
mit the cargo declaration directly to the
U.S. Customs. However, given the
wording of the regulations, the charter-
ers are only allowed to do so in a very
limited number of circumstances. To
cater for those situations, sub-clause
(a)(ii) stipulates that if permitted by the
regulations the charterers must submit
the cargo declarations.

Sub-clause (b) sets out the legal con-
sequences for the charterers if they do
not comply with the provisions of sub-
clause (a).

The first part of sub-clause (c) obliges
the charterers to provide security
should the vessel be detained,
attached, seized or arrested as a result
of the charterers’ failure to comply with
the provisions of sub-clause (a). The
second part of sub-clause (c) differs
between the voyage and time charter
party clause versions as it deals with
the consequences of time lost.
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Comité Maritime Internatinal: CMI
held the 7th Int’l Sub-Committee

on Issues of Transport Law

February 27 & 28, 2003, London

T HE International Sub-Committee
on Issues of Transport Law held
its seventh meeting in London at

the offices of Clyde & Co. on February 27
and 28, 2003.

Representatives from ten national
member associations and six industry
organizations attended the meeting.
(The attendance list is attached.) Mr.
Bartaletti of Argentina sent his regrets,
explaining that he was unable to attend
due to a conflict at the IMO. Mr.
Alcántara sent his regrets and provided
written comments on behalf of the
Spanish Maritime Law Association.

Preliminary Matters

The International Sub-Committee first
approved (1) the report of its sixth meet-
ing (Madrid, November 12-13,  2001),
which had been published as a draft
report in the 2001 Yearbook at pages
305-356, and (2) the proposed agenda for
the current meeting, which Mr. Beare
had circulated in advance. Prior to the
meeting, Mr. Beare had also circulated a
list of documents that had been pre-
pared in conjunction with the work of
the United Nations Commission on
International Trade Law (UNCITRAL),
and which related to the work of the
International Sub-Committee. All of
these documents are available on the
UNCITRAL website at www.uncitral.org.

Update from UNCITRAL

Mr. Sorieul, from the Secretariat of the
United Nations Commission on Inter-
national Trade Law (UNCITRAL), and
the secretary of the UNCITRAL Working
Group on Transport Law, reported to the
International Sub-Committee on the cur-
rent status of the project at UNCITRAL.
The next meeting of the UNCITRAL
Working Group will be held at United
Nations Headquarters in New York from
March 24 to April 4 2003. The first week
will be devoted to a continuation of the
detailed “first reading” of the provisions
of the Draft Instrument, which began at
the first meeting in New York in April
2002 and continued at the Vienna meet-
ing in September 2002. Mr. Sorieul hoped
that it would be possible to finish the
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“first reading” at the next month’s meet-
ing, but recognized that this might not
be possible. The Secretariat’s plan is to
prepare a new draft of the Instrument
after the first reading is completed.

The three working days during the
second week of the next month’s meet-
ing (i.e., March 31 to April 2) will be
devoted to a detailed discussion of the
scope of the Draft Instrument. After the
next month’s meeting, the next meeting
of the UNCITRAL Working Group has
been tentatively scheduled (subject to
approval by the Commission) for Oct. 6
to 17 2003 in Vienna.

Mr. Sorieul explained that the
Secretariat’s only interest was to pro-
duce a document that will be widely
adopted. For this to happen, the text
must be convincing on its own merit.
The convention could not be imposed on
anyone. He recognized that this would
take time – maybe another two or three
years, maybe even five years.  Of course,
if the project were taking too long, that
might be a sign that it had failed and
should be terminated.

The Draft Instrument’s provisions on
electronic commerce may require the
attention of a special group that will
focus on that subject.

Mr. Sorieul concluded with the obser-
vation that the Secretariat’s background
paper on the Draft Instrument’s scope of
application (A/CN.9/WG.III/WP.29) was
essentially a compilation of various con-
tributions that had been furnished to the
Secretariat. As the project progressed,
he hoped that the Secretariat would be
able to make a stronger intellectual con-
tribution to the work. The Secretariat
had no wish to impose its views on any-
one, but it hoped to be able to assist in
the task of building consensus.

Scope of Application of the Draft
Instrument

Door-to-Door versus Port-to-Port
Coverage

The International Sub-Committee pro-
ceeded to the principal subject on its
agenda — a discussion of the scope of
the Draft Instrument, beginning with the
question whether coverage should be on
a door-to-door rather than a port-to-port
basis. Most of the delegates saw no
need for another port-to-port convention.
Ultimately, all but one of the National
Maritime Law Associations agreed that
the Draft Instrument should facilitate
door-to-door carriage (while still apply-
ing port-to-port, or even tackle-to-tackle,
when the parties contract on a port-to-
port or tackle-to-tackle basis). The carrier
organizations also supported door-to-

door coverage.  FIATA, on the other
hand, preferred a solution based on the
UNCTAD-ICC Rules, but would not be
inflexible regarding a door-to-door sys-
tem.

The Draft Instrument’s Limited
Network Solution

Prof. van der Ziel opened the discus-
sion of the network system with a brief
explanation of the current text. Draft arti-
cle 4.2, which gives effect to the conclu-
sions reached at the 2001 Singapore
Conference, was designed to create only
a “limited” network sys-tem.  Draft arti-
cle 4.2.1 had been drafted as a conflict-
of-convention provision in light of the
English court of appeal decision in
Quantum Ltd. v. Plane Trucking Ltd.,
[2001] 2 Lloyd’s Rep. 133, which adopted
an expansive view of CMR coverage.
Draft article 4.2.1 was also limited to lia-
bility issues in order to avoid such prob-
lems as transforming a negotiable instru-
ment into a nonnegotiable instrument
when the goods are transferred from a
vessel to a truck.

A wide range of views was expressed
on the limited network solution.  Several
delegates commented that the network
system was inelegant, but that it was
effective in practice. A few delegates
questioned the correctness of the
English Quantum decision, but there
was no consensus on the appropriate
response. Several delegates expressed
the view that Quantum was inapposite
because the Draft Instrument would
operate on a different level. Under this
view, CMR would operate between the
contracting carrier and its European road
carrier sub-contractors, but the
Instrument could operate between the
shipper and the contracting carrier
under the door-to-door contract. Other
delegates rejected this view. Yet others
suggested that Quantum was distin-
guishable because in that case the
Warsaw Convention (the alternative to
CMR) had not been compulsorily applic-
able to the relevant leg.

A number of specific suggestions
were made.  One delegate mentioned
that it might be appropriate to have an
exception for situations in which a long
road voyage was combined with a short
sea voyage, such as crossing the English
Channel. A few delegates suggested
that the problem should be resolved by
amending the other unimodal conven-
tions (such as CMR), in conjunction with
the preparation of the Draft Instrument,
in order to coordinate coverage.  

In the end, no firm conclusions were
reached on this issue. But it was agreed
that confusion has arisen because differ-
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ent people have used the term “network
system” to mean different things, and
that the CMI could help to clarify this
confusion. The Draft Instrument’s net-
work system is a “limited” one. It
applies only to liability issues, for exam-
ple, and it recognizes other liability
regimes only when their source is a
mandatory international convention.
Some use the term “network system”
more broadly when they express support
for the concept. The Swedish proposal
(A/CN.9/WG.III/WP.26) supports the
network system, but would extend the
coverage to include mandatory national
law. Some would base the inland liability
rule on the contracting carrier’s rights
against the performing inland carrier
under their actual contract, while others
would base it on the rights that the
cargo owner would have had against the
performing inland carrier under a hypo-
thetical contract that they might have
concluded if they had contracted directly
for the inland carriage. A network sys-
tem that gave effect to any national law
and looked to actual contracts could
have the effect of eliminating a carrier’s
liability completely (if the national law
permitted freedom of contract).

Options Based on the Treatment of
Performing Parties

The UNCITRAL Secretariat’s back-
ground paper on the scope of application
(A/CN.9/WG.III/WP.29) described three
options (paragraphs 159-185).  During
the International Sub-Committee’s dis-
cussion, none of these three options
received the support of a clear majority.
Although no one advocated the distinc-
tive aspect of option 2 — using the Draft
Instrument to preempt actions against
performing parties that would otherwise
be available under national law — sever-
al delegates expressed the view that the
Draft Instrument should not create new
causes of action against performing par-
ties that did not currently exist under
national law.

Several delegates spoke favorably of
option 1. Prof. Berlingieri noted that it
was similar in many ways to the Italian
proposal (A/CN.9/WG.III/WP.25), which
also called for the uniform coverage of
the Instrument on a door-to-door basis
as between the contracting parties, and
in actions against the maritime perform-
ing parties. He suggested that it might
be possible to permit cargo interests to
proceed against performing carriers (on
a network basis) by using some form of
subrogation, whereby the cargo inter-
ests obtained the same rights against
the carrier’s subcontractors as the carrier
could have asserted.  This idea would

need to be studied in more detail if the
basic concept is accepted.

Some National Maritime Law
Associations and all of the carrier inter-
ests supported a variation of option 2 in
which the Instrument applied on a net-
work basis and the only cause of action
recognized under the Instrument was
against the contracting carrier.  Unlike
option 2, these delegates recognized
that direct actions against other perform-
ing parties would continue to be gov-
erned by national law.

There appeared to be a wide consen-
sus for the concept of uniform coverage
within the port-to-port area. Several del-
egates expressed the view that the final
Instrument must be a door-to-door con-
vention when appropriate, but that it
must also be the unimodal convention
for the maritime mode. Thus this
Instrument should provide the governing
rules in all actions involving maritime
performing parties. There was also some
dissent, at least at the margins. One del-
egate suggested, for example, that
States should be allowed to opt out of
coverage for pilots.

Mixed Contracts of Carriage and
Forwarding

It was agreed that confusion has
arisen because people have misunder-
stood the purpose and effect of draft arti-
cle 4.3. The CMI should help to clarify
that article 4.3.1 is not a mechanism for a
carrier to escape its liability for the
agreed carriage of the goods. It instead
provides legitimate protection, which
the carrier can already obtain under cur-
rent law if it structures the transaction
appropriately, and at the same time
enables the carrier to accommodate the
commercial needs of the cargo interests.

No one doubts that a carrier can agree
to transport goods only as far as an
ocean port, leaving the cargo owner with
the responsibility for arranging transport
from the port to the desired inland desti-
nation. If a cargo owner wishes to move
goods from the Far East to Calgary, for
example, it may contract with an ocean
carrier to take them as far as Vancouver,
and then contract with a road or rail car-
rier to transport them from Vancouver to
Calgary.  Similarly, current law would
permit this same cargo owner to con-
tract with the ocean carrier to move the
goods to Vancouver, and then — in a
separate contract — to retain the ocean
carrier (acting as its agent) to arrange
the inland carriage with the road or rail
carrier.  

For commercial reasons, many ship-
pers prefer to structure the transaction in
this way (with the ocean carrier acting

as the principal for the ocean voyage and
merely as an agent to arrange the inland
carriage), but to have a single document
evidencing both of the carrier’s two inde-
pendent obligations.  Draft article 4.3.1
accommodates this desire and provides
the legal framework to clarify the parties’
rights and obligations.

The risk of structuring the transaction
in this way, with a single document evi-
dencing two independent obligations, is
that an innocent third party might fail to
recognize the separate obligations, and
instead conclude that the carrier was
responsible for the performance of both
legs of the journey. Paragraph 56 of the
commentary accordingly stresses the
importance of the parties’ “express”
agreement to this type of arrangement.
Of course, it will still be necessary to
decide exactly what should be required
to satisfy this requirement, but it would
clearly be something more than a stan-
dard form clause on the back of a bill of
lading.

Freedom of Contract and the
Application of the Instrument to
Charter Parties and Other Types of
Contracts

Article 3.3.1 of the Draft Instrument
recognizes the possibility that the tradi-
tional charter party exception of the
Hague and Hague-Visby Rules might be
extended to “contracts of affreightment,
volume contracts, or similar agree-
ments.”  It has also been proposed that
these agreements between sophisticat-
ed parties (other than charter parties)
might be dealt with under chapter 17,
which addresses freedom of contract.
Under this proposal, contracts of
affreightment, volume contracts and sim-
ilar agreements would be subject to the
Instrument as a default rule, but the par-
ties would have the freedom — as
between themselves — to derogate from
the Instrument in whole or in part.

The majority of delegates who spoke
on this issue favored the total exclusion
of these agreements under chapter 3
rather than the freedom of contract solu-
tion under chapter 17. Mr. Larsen was
particularly concerned by the possibility
that addressing the issue under chapter
17 would gradually lead to the coverage
of charter parties under the Instrument.
There was also wide support for the
proposition that any solution to this
problem should not adversely affect third
parties. Just as bills of lading issued
under charter parties must comply with
the Hague and Hague-Visby Rules, so
third parties who acquire rights under
transport documents should be protect-
ed by the new Instrument.
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The Swedish Proposal
Several issues were raised by the

Swedish proposal (A/CN.9/WG.III/WP.26).
Perhaps the most prominent was the
proposed extension of the network sys-
tem to preserve mandatory national law
(in addition to mandatory international
conventions). A wide range of views
was expressed. Some were concerned
that such a recognition of national law
would too greatly undermine uniformity.
A possible solution to this concern
would be to preserve mandatory nation-
al law that was directly based on a
mandatory international convention.
This would be adequate to address the
needs of European countries (such as
Sweden) with domestic legislation mod-
eled on CMR. Others, in contrast, sug-
gested that political constraints might
require the preservation of all national
law, not just mandatory national law. In
the United States, for example, railroads
and truckers might well object to the
mandatory coverage of the Instrument.

Several delegates felt that the Italian
proposal (A/CN.9/WG.III/WP.25) would
be adequate to protect the legitimate
interests addressed by the Swedish pro-
posal. The Italian proposal would give
Swedish cargo claimants (or indeed any
cargo claimants willing to come to
Sweden to bring suit) the ability to
recover from road carriers in Sweden on
the basis of the Swedish CMR-style leg-
islation. The only cargo claimants that
would not be protected would be those
that were unwilling to sue in Sweden,
and it was hard to see what interest
Sweden would have in protecting these
foreign parties.

The Swedish proposal to calculate
compensation based on the value of the
goods at the place of receipt rather than
the place of delivery was criticized by
every delegate who addressed the issue.

Finally, the Swedish proposal advocat-
ed, in cases when the place of damage
cannot be established, that the limitation
amount should be based on the highest
amount that might govern. This proposal
was also criticized by every delegate
who addressed the issue.

Concluding Issues

The International Sub-Committee
decided that it would probably be
unnecessary to hold another meeting
until after the fall UNCITRAL meeting in
Vienna.  It was thought that the next
meeting should be held after a new draft
was available, that this would not hap-
pen until the UNCITRAL Working Group
had finished its “first reading” of the

entire Draft Instrument, and that this
was unlikely to happen at the New York
meeting this spring. Mr. Beare noted
that the Working Group would need to
decide when it was appropriate to
reconvene the International Sub-
Committee, but added that these views
would certainly be considered.

Mr. Beare reminded the International
Sub-Committee that a CMI Colloquium
would be held in Bordeaux in June, and
that Issues of Transport Law were on
the agenda for Thursday morning, 12
June, at 9:00 o’clock. He invited dele-
gates to make suggestions as to the sub-
jects that should be covered at this ses-
sion.

Finally, Mr. Beare thanked Clyde & Co.
for their hospitality and logistical sup-
port during the International Sub-
Committee’s deliberations.
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IAASP: Named in U.S.
Maritime Transportation

Security Act 2002

T HE International Association of
Airport and Seaport Police
(IAASP) have been named as a

resource under section 109 of the
Maritime Transportation Security Act of
2002. 

The secretariat and members of the
board were involved in liaison with the
legislators and interested parties in the
development of the Act.

The Chairman of the Senate
Commerce, Science and Transportation
Committee, Senator Hollings  (D-SC)
authored and introduced the Port and
Maritime Security Act, which coordi-
nates the Coast Guard, Customs
Service, and Immigration and
Naturalization Service with local port
security entities to implement collabo-
rative long-term solutions for seaport,
anti-terrorism, and security efforts.
Hollings' port security legislation was
signed into law by President Bush on
November 25, 2002. 

The US Secretary of Transportation is
now in the process of coordinating
meetings to consult on standards with
the Federal Law Enforcement Training
Center, the US Merchant Marine
Academy’s Global Maritime and
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Transportation School, the Maritime
Security Council, the International
Association of Airport and Seaport
Police, the National Cargo Security
Council, together with other Federal,
State or local governments or local law
enforcement agencies or other individu-
als who are determined to have perti-
nent expertise.

Chief Superintendent, Henk van
Unnik, with the Port of Rotterdam Police
in the Netherlands and President of the
IAASP, said “This new legislation is
part of the commendable and progres-
sive initiatives that the US is making to
protect its seaports. We are pleased to
be a part of this process because it is in
accord with our major objectives to
influence the standards of safety and
security in ports and share information
and experience.” 

ISU: Pollution Survey
records sharp rise in
tanker assistances

MEMBERS of the International
Salvage Union (ISU) recovered
nearly one million tons of

potential pollutants during salvage oper-
ations last year. During 2002, emergency
assistance was provided worldwide for
268 vessels with cargoes and bunkers
threatening pollution, as against 247
ships in 2001.

The results of the ISU’s latest annual
Pollution Prevention Survey show that
oils, chemicals, other pollutants and
bunker fuel recovered last year totaled
957,122 tons, as against 539,073 tons in
2001. This amounts to an increase of
77.5%.

ISU President Joop Timmermans says:
“ISU salvors have recovered over 10.4
million tons of potential pollutants in the
nine years to end-2002. This increase in
total pollutant recovery is a sharp con-
trast to the pattern which emerged in
the three years 1999-2001, when recover-
ies were running at round half a million
tons. This reflected the absence of
VLCCs and ULCCs in the casualty work-
load. In the case of 2002, however, a sin-
gle large tanker casualty resulted in a
significant increase in the total crude oil
recovery figure. There was also a sub-
stantial increase in the recovery of ‘other
pollutants’, such as diesel oil, aviation
fuel and slops.”

Forty-three of the ISU’s 47 members

responded to the latest annual survey. In
2002, ISU salvors responsible for the 268
salvage assistances recovered the fol-
lowing:

• 63%, crude oil 
603,736 tons (340,413 tons in 2001)

• 1%, chemicals
8,179 tons (60,476 tons)

• 28%, other pollutants (e.g., gasoline, slops,
dirty ballast, etc.)
272,556 tons (72,911tons) 

• 8% bunkers
72,651 tons (65,273 tons)

Joop Timmermans adds: “Last year
there was a modest increase of 8.5% in
the number of casualties assisted, yet
we saw a 77.5% increase in the amount
of potential pollutants salved. The now
relatively rare case of a large tanker pro-
vides the explanation for much of this
increase. At the same time, there was a
dramatic 86% fall in the tonnage of chem-
icals salved, while, in contrast, the
amount of bunkers salved rose by just
over 11%.”

The major change in 2002, however,
was in the “ther pollutants” category-
which increased nearly four times on the
2001 figure.

The ISU’s Pollution Prevention Survey
began in 1994. In the nine years to end-

ISU: RECOVERY OF POLLUTANTS
BY MARINE SALVORS - 2002

Other pollutants
(272,556 tons/28.0%)

Bunkers
(72,651 tons/8.0%)

Chemicals
(8,179 tons/1.0%)

Crude oil
(603,736 tons/63.0%)

Exxon Valdez spill: 37,000 tons

Sea Empress spill: 70,000 tons

Braer spill: 85,000 tons

268 salvage operations
Pollutants recovered: 957,122 tons

2002, ISU salvors recovered 10,402,247
tons of potential pollutants. This total
consists of 8,615,298 tons of crude oil,
563,040 tons of chemicals, 574,711 tons
of bunkers and 649,198 tons of “other
pollutants” (recorded as a separate cate-
gory for the first time in 1997).

During 2002 there was a sharp rise in
the number of tanker salvage operations
- 39, as against 19 in 2001. The single
very large tanker was carrying 240,000
tons of crude oil. This case accounts for
nearly 60% of the increase in potential
pollutants salved. This vessel became
disabled in Chinese waters during
severe weather. It was salved by a local-
ly based ISU member, who towed the
tanker to a sheltered location and carried
out a ship-to-ship transfer of the entire
cargo. The tanker was then towed to a
repair port.

Last year saw another substantial
increase in the number of casualties -
tankers and other vessels - requiring
ship-to-ship transfer services of cargoes
and/or bunkers. The total rose from 15
cases in 2001 to 35 in 2002.

Lloyd’ Form continues to be the most
regularly used form of salvage contract.
Just under 35% of the services in 2002
involved LOF- a proportion little changed
in 2000 or 2001.
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TOP 30 Container Terminals in 2002
(Throughput in TEUs)

Rank (2001) 1 Port                      2002              2001       % change   TEU change

1 (1) Hong Kong 18 600 000 2 17 900 000 3.9 700 000

2 (2) Singapore 16 800 000 15 520 000 8.2 1 270 000

3 (3) Busan 9 436 307 8 072 814 16.9 1 363 493

4 (5) Shanghai 8 610 000 6 340 000 35.8 2 270 000

5 (4) Kaohsiung 8 493 000 7 540 524 12.6 952 476

6 (8) Shenzhen 3 7 613 754 5 076 435 50 2 537 319

7 (6) Rotterdam 6 500 000 4 6 102 000 6.5 398 000

8 (7) Los Angeles 6 105 863 5 183 520 17.8 922 343

9 (9) Hamburg 5 373 999 4 688 669 14.6 685 330

10 (11) Antwerp 4 777 387 4 220 780 13.2 556 607

11 (12) Port Klang 4 530 000 3 759 512 20.5 770 488

12 (10) Long Beach 4 526 365 4 462 971 1.4 63 394

13 (13) Dubai 4 194 264 3 501 820 19.8 692 444

14 (14) New York/New Jersey 3 700 000 3 316 272 11.6 383 725

15 (18) Qingdao 3 410 000 2 640 000 29.2 770 000

16 (15) Bremen/Bremerhaven 2 998 598 4 2 915 169 2.9 83 429

17 (20) Gioia Tauro 2 954 571 2 488 332 18.7 466 239

18 (19) Tokyo 2 900 000 2 2 535 841 14.4 364 159

19 (16) Felixstowe 2 750 000 5 2 800 000 -1.8 -50 000

20 (21) Laem Chabang 2 749 194 2 367 430 16.1 381 764

21 (26) Tanjung Pelepas 2 660 000 2 050 000 30.2 610 000

22 (23) Manila 2 516 000 5 2 296 151 9.6 219 849

23 (28) Tianjin 2 410 000 2 010 000 20 400 000

24 (22) Yokohama 2 336 000 5 2 303 780 1.4 32 220

25 (25) Algeciras 2 229 141 2 151 770 3.6 77 371

26 (32) Guangzhou 2 180 000 1 730 000 26 450 000

27 (27) Kobe 2 000 000 2 2 010 343 -0.5 -10 343

28 (31) Keelung 1 918 598 1 815 854 5.7 102 744

29 (29) Nagoya 1 890 000 2 1 872 272 0.9 17 728

30 (50) Ningbo 1 860 000 1 210 000 53.7 650 000

Notes: 1: 2001 ranking based on “World Container Port Traffic League”, CI Yearbook 2003;
2: port’s estimate; 3: includes Chiwan, Shekou and Yantian; 4: provisional; 
5: CI estimate; Tanjung Priok omitted due to lack of data – in 2001, it ranked 26th

Sources: Ports, CI Yearbook 2003 and ci-online

Upcoming ConferencesUpcoming Conferences
International Conference

on Port and Maritime
R&D and Technology

September 10-12, 2003 
Singapore

T HE objective of the International
Conference on Port and Maritime
R&D and Technology is to promote

research and development and application of
advanced technologies for port and maritime
management and operations.

Port Development Management and
Operations

This session shall serve as a platform to
allow broad discussions of new concepts
and approaches to port development,
management and operations.

Coastal/Hydraulics Engineering
Rapid changes in coastal engineering infra-
structure and technologies have enabled

more innovative methods of port and har-
bour designs and coastal protection works
and shoreline management. Some of these
rapid changes are in the area of modeling
of coastal hydrodynamics which includes
ocean wave modeling and wave modeling
and wave transformation models from
deep waters to shallow waters as well as
state-of-the-art 3-D circulation models.

Marine Environment
Marine environment is coming under
increasing pressure from transboundary
pollution, nuisance/toxic organisms in bal-
last waters, oil spills, chemical spills, dredg-
ing, treatment of dredged materials,
sewage discharges and algal blooms among
other major concerns.

Innovative Ship Designs and
Operations

Ships are continually striving to achieve
higher capacity and to satisfy performance
and safety. These developments often
influence port design, operations and man-
agement.

Navigation and Maritime Training
The digital era has seen radical advances in
technologies relating to navigation and
maritime training. This leads to significant
changes to the traditional methods of nav-
igation and maritime training.

Registration Fees*
• Individual Registration

S$820/US$520 
• Group Registration**

S$750/US$470 
• Author & Co-author

S$680/US$430 
• Student Registration

S$400/US$260 
• On-site registration

Group Registration**
S$800/US$520 

* Registration fee is for conference only and is
inclusive of documentation, refreshments and
lunches and I banquet and exclusive of accom-
modation and travel.

** 3-5 delegates from the same organization.
Please contact the Conference Secretariat for
special rate for more than 5 delegates. 

For further information
Conference Secretariat
Ace: Daytons Direct (International) Pte
Ltd
2 Leng Kee Road #04-02
Thye Hong Centre Singapore 159086
Tel: (65)6379 5261/6475 9377
Fax: (65)6475 2077/6475 6436
Email: admin@acedaytons-direct.com
URL: www.mpa.gov.sg/homepage/

conferences/RDT/main.html
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Dunkirk: Short Sea Shipping
How to turn a European challenge

into day-to-day practice

September 18-19, Dunkirk, France

F OR a number of years, the Port of
Dunkirk Authority has been organising
an international symposium (French/

English) for the economic circles, administra-
tions and local authorities involved in port man-
agement, logistics, transport and international
trade.

The subject selected is quite topical in a time
when road traffic congestion prompts European
and national authorities to implement alternative
solutions reached by consensus.

High calibre guest speakers from the EU and
European Associations representing the ports,
shippers, service providers, ship owners or
agents will each shed a specific, quite topical light
on the various solutions they have implemented
or the hindrances they come up against in the
course of their professional activities.

Subjects:

• Which factors offered the most significant
contribution to the evolution of European
Short Sea Shipping in the EU in the past few
years? Does the current situation still call for
more actions to smooth the way, or is it sat-
isfactory?

• Can specific good practices that helped to
improve the situation be emphasised?

• How can transport operators be persuaded
to make use of short-haul shipping and to
contribute towards its development?  Is there
any benefit for them to switch from competi-
tive or distrust attitudes to a code of partner-
ship?

• Can shippers, and should they play a part and
commit to promote Short Sea Shipping with
their vendors, or do they conversely expect
offers from their service providers? – What is
the process in  practice?

• What part governments and BP2S should play
in promoting Short Sea Shipping? Are the var-
ious EU’ countries reacting in the same way?
Will the new members of the EU slow down
or rather speed up the process?

Registration Fee:
• Before July 1:  250 euros
• After July 1:    350 euros

2 or more participants from the same company:
150 euros per participant
The fee includes:

- The attendance to the two days seminar
- The technical visits
- The acts of the seminar
- 2 lunches and an early arrivals’ reception
- An evening party

For further information:
Port of Dunkirk Authority

Terre-Plein Guillain
B.P. 6.534, 59386 Dunkerque Cedex 1
FRANCE
• Jacques Braems

Tel:  (33) 03.28.28.78.91 
Fax: (33) 03.28.28.78.97 
email: jbraems@portdedunkerque.fr

• Sophie Nury
Tel:  (33) 03.28.28.78.90
Fax: (33) 03.28.28.78.97
email:  snury@portdedunkerque.fr

• URL : www.portdedunkerque.fr

World Customs 

Exhibition and Forum

September 22 - 25, 2003 
Budapest, Hungary

H UNGARY will host the World
Customs Exhibition and Forumon
new technologies September 22 to

25, 2003. Organized by the Hungarian Customs
and Finance Guard under the auspices of the
WCO, the theme of this event will be
“Customs and the security of international
trade”.

Forum topics
• Responding to international terrorism

through collective action 
• The WCO initiatives on security and facilita-

tion of the international trade supply chain 
• An assessment of international terrorism

threats to international trade 
• The International Chamber of Commerce

vision of swift and secure multi modal inter-
national trade 

• Radioactive substances 
• Chemical and biological weapons 
• Controlling the illegal movement of persons 
• Securing the international maritime fleet,

freight and the facilities 
• New technologies within the trade supply

chain to enhance security 
• Implications and solutions for securing air,

maritime freight, express • mail and rail
freight from threat of terrorism

The Symposium will provide an international,
multidisciplinary forum for representatives from
governments, universities and industry to pre-
sent non-confidential technical papers and par-
ticipate in a variety of panel and group discus-
sions. The focus of the symposium will be
“Customs and the security of international
trade”. 

September 23 (Tuesday)
Plenary sessions
Senior officials will focus on all areas relating to
the following topics:
• Securing the international trade supply chain

whilst facilitating the flow of legitimate trade

• The impact of the latest initiatives coming
from international organizations on interna-
tional trade

• The value of technical solutions to govern-
ment strategies for securing the international
trade supply chain

• The level of current threats to the trade
environment and the formulation of counter
measures

September 24 – 25
U.S. Customs
Speakers will focus on all areas relating to the
security equipment and their use in airports,
seaports, inland offices, vehicles and buildings.
These non-commercial papers will present
state-of-the-art technology, enabling the audi-
ence to:
• Gain an appreciation of the benefits and limi-

tations of the technologies currently available
• Gain an overview of new technologies avail-

able in the fight against terrorism
• Learn about the latest technological trends
• Understand the infrastructure required to

implement these technologies

The presentations will be given in workshops
divided up as follows:
• Workshop 1: Non-intrusive inspection

equipment for cargo
• Workshop 2: Non-intrusive inspection

equipment for baggage
• Workshop 3: Non-intrusive inspection

equipment for body searches
• Workshop 4: Test and detection equipment
• Workshop 5: Information technology
• Workshop 6: Identification and detection of

persons

Exhibition themes:
Latest security measures, equipment and their
utilization, security equipment and their use in: 
• Airports
• Seaports
• Inland
• Vehicles
• Buildings

Exhibition Topics:
• ommunication equipment
• Document verifiers & document readers 
• Equipment – tools – safety 
• Software & services
• Surveillance equipment
• Test & detection equipment
• Screening equipment

Participation Fee
• WCO members up to 2 persons: Free
• WCO members over 2 persons:    

600 euros
• Non-WCO members:              

600 euros
Participation Fee includes:  Seminars, entrance
to exhibition, abstracts of the forum, welcome
bag, (pen, notepad), list of participants, meals
(lunches, refreshment breaks), closing banquet
Transfers from/to venue, from/to official cere-
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monies. Transfers from/to airport is asked to be
individually organized by airport shuttle bus or
taxi.

Registration Deadline:  July 15, 2003

For Further Information:
ViVA Media Holding, Szegedi út 37-39 
H-1135 Budapest, Hungary
Tel: + 36 1 288 7765

+ 36 1 288 7766
Fax: + 36 1 288 7767
Email: info@wce.hu
URL: http://www.wce.hu

Global Automotive 

Logistics 2003

October 9-10, Barcelona, Spain

R UNNING for the 5th consecutive
year, the Global Automotive Logistics
Conference and Exhibition (GAL) to

take place in Barcelona this October will pre-
sent itself in a completely new light to attendees.

Due to the constant major changes through
which the vehicle manufacturing industry has
gone, GAL has rethought its standard exhibition
concept and come up with a profoundly new
and unique proposition. 

Feed-back from attendees over the course of
the past two years has testified to the need for a
new approach and resulted in GAL entering the
conference market in 2003 with a fresh outlook
on conventional exhibiting. This year GAL will
offer exhibitors the opportunity to design a per-
sonal package according to their budgets and the
amount of exposure they wish to achieve. The
flexible format will allow precise time planning
and optimal efficiency. The prices for GAL 2003
will be calculated on a pre-determined package
basis, according to which features exhibitors
select from a comprehensive menu of marketing
activities and opportunities. Packages range from
silver and gold to diamond and platinum extras,
each of which can be tailored according to
exhibitors’ individual requirements. Packages will
include features such as meeting areas, web
presence, complimentary golf day passes and
platinum extras, such as the overall sponsorship
of the golf tournament. 

Further emphasising the interactive structure
of the event, brand new GAL will provide par-
ticipants with information targeted to their
needs and the opportunity of interactive net-
working between the wide range of automotive
logistics professionals, vehicle manufacturers and
tier suppliers that attend the event. 

The restructuring of the conference plays a
significant part in a larger development plan
aimed at creating the atmosphere of a “market-
place”, facilitating interaction, learning experi-
ences and involvement with customers and
potential clients in workshops, break-out ses-
sions, case studies and personal development
sessions. 

In order to maximise personal and profes-
sional output for participants, the workshops
and keynote sessions will be timed to allow
plenty of aspects of automotive logistics, plus
management, leadership team-working and
problem-solving issues. Attendees will be able to
create individual programmes by selecting from
a menu of break-out sessions and workshops
and will thus spend more time learning about
and discussing their specific areas of interest. 

Smaller discussion groups and workshops of
30-50 will ensure open communication and
exchange of ideas between people working in
the same sector of the market. 

The event will feature between two and four
workshops running in parallel on the afternoon
of Day 1 and morning of Day 2, plus a keynote
session on the morning of Day 1. Additionally
the exhibitors will be able to offer meetings and
discussion sessions outside the conference
rooms providing attendees with the possibility
of showcasing their companies and market
objectives. 

Key topics on the break-out group menu for
the two-day conference include:

• Tier supplied logistics
• Finished vehicle logistics
• Security in the automotive supply chain
• European vehicle production trends and dis-

tribution strategies
• Packaging and container management
• Car transport / handling technology and sys-

tems
• Problem solving and team working 

For further information:
Michelle Fisk
Informa Maritime and Transport
Tel: +44 20 7553 1439
Fax: +44 20 7553 1820
E-mail: michelle.fisk@informa.com 
URL:  www.globalautologistics.com

Upcoming SeminarsUpcoming Seminars

The National Sea Training Center 
presents its fourth on year course delivered

by distance learning, leading to a

Diploma in Port

Management 2003-2004

Commences August 29, 2003

Enrolling Now

Amodular course in ten core parts with a
choice of specialist modules

Core Modules
1 Introduction to the Business of Ports
2 People Management
3 Business Management and Customer Focus

4 Port Economics
5 Finance, Accounting and Budgeting
6 Health and Safety
7 Environmental Issues
8 Port Security and Emergency Response
9 Project Management: Principles and

Techniques
10 Buying a Port - A Case Study

Specialist Modules
A Marketing in the Ports Industry
B Managing Marine Operations in Ports
C Managing Cargo Operations in Ports
D Port Engineering Services and Management

Course Fees
• Diploma Fee: £2000

This covers the core modules and binders,
one Specialist Module; assignment marking;
tutorial seminar costs; examination costs and
the issuing of a Diploma/Certificate.

• For Interest Only Fee: £1400
This covers the Core Modules and binders
only (Specialist Modules are not available
with this option).

• Air Courier Fee: An additional charge of
£200

For further information:
Lloyd’s Maritime Academy
Telephone House, 69-77 Paul Street, 
London EC2A 4LQ, UK.
Tel: +44(0) 1932 893 859
URL: www.lloydslistevents.com/

dlportmanagement

Port Operations & 

Management Programme

September 8-22, 2003 
London, UK

AIM OF THE COURSE
This is essentially a Management Develop-

ment programme, its content and structure is
designed to match the vision, requirement and
expectations of senior personnel whose remit is
to reform and align their organization in the
light of globalisation.

PROGRAMME
• A European Ports Study Tour will include

structured industrial and technical visits in
either, and or France, Belgium and The
Netherlands 

• Futuer vessel size and trends i.e. mega ves-
sels, fast ships and the implications to ports
and terminals

• New concepts in port and terminal develop-
ment

• Commercialisation, port ownership and pri-
vatization in the transport sector

• Institutional change and port reform
• Management of change
• Resource management to include: availability,

deployment, utilization and optimization of
resources 
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• Information technology and applications in
cargo handling and associated functions

• Applications workshop
• Safety, quality, productivity and performance
• Strategic management tools and techniques 
• Selected UK based industrial/technical visits
• Workshop for comparative analysis

Fee: £5,745.75 (£4,890.00+VAT855.75)

For further information:
RIPA INTERNATIONAL
17 Rochester Row, London SW1P 1LA
Tel: +(44) 121 410 3008
E-mail: ripa.training@capita.co.uk
URL: www.ripainternational.co.uk

New PublicationsNew Publications
ITMMA - University of Antwerp
“Transport Economics”

(Editors: Gust Blauwens, Peter De Baere,

Eddy Van de Voorde)

TRANSPORT economics has become a
well-developed discipline with branches in

many areas of economic science. Consequently,
it is not easy for a reader to acquire a general
overview. Many good handbook on transport
economics are restricted to one particular per-
spective. There are, for instance, very sound
treatises on transport policy, on logistical analy-
sis, and on econometric model building within
the transport industry. The purpose of the pre-
sent handbook, however, is to combine four dif-
ferent perspectives in a single volume and to
provide a general overview.

The four parts have been written indepen-
dently. Thus, if required, the reader can restrict
himself to whatever part he finds to be of partic-
ular interest. Likewise, an effort has been made
to allow the reader to choose whether or not
to examine the mathematical techniques pre-
sented. Those who wish can skip the formulas
and mathematical passages and still retain an
interesting and coherent text.

Part 1 is a descriptive exposition, as one finds
in certain American textbooks. In this instance,
though, the focus is on the situation in Europe.
Part 1 deals with the economic significance, the
organization and regulation of transport in the
European Union. Novice students, who are con-
fronted with transport issues for the first time,
will find information in this part that will help
them orient themselves in this new field.

Researchers looking for statistics or general
information on transport in Europe will also find
an interesting overview here.

Part 2 discusses the optimization of transport
from a management perspective. How should a
transport firm calculate costs? How can one
plan the trips of vehicles optimally? How is cus-
tomers' waiting time affected by the deployment
of additional vehicles? What is the right moment
to replace old vehicles with new ones? How can
one take account of stock costs in transport
decisions? Should an importer who acquires
goods from an overseas origin choose for air
transport or maritime transport? What is the
ideal size of a consignment? Which prices maxi-
mize the profit of a transport supplier? Decision-
makers within transport firms or logistics
departments, who face this kind of questions,
will find methods and techniques in part 2. This
part of the book is based on carefully selected
analyses of operational research which have
proven their worth in decades of practical appli-
cation. The data come from consultancy work
within transport firms and companies involved in
own-account transport.

Part 3 is concerned with the macroeconomic
dimension of transport. Here, anyone who
wants to forecast mobility growth, or examine

traffic flows on a regional infrastructure net-
work, or assess the impact of deregulation of
the transport sector on transport costs and
market structure, will find the techniques of
economic or econometric analysis that trans-
port experts can offer.

Part 4, finally, deals with transport policy,
more in particular policy on transport pricing,
taxation and subsidizing, as well as investments
in infrastructure. Part 4 is a must for anyone
involved in the ongoing political debate on
mobility. Familiar concepts such as external
costs, road pricing and cost-benefit analysis are
explained using concrete data.

This handbook will encourage rational analy-
sis and contribute to successful decisions, both
within transport firms and in policymaking.

Price:  62.00 euro

For further information:
De Boeck Editions Ltd. 
Lamorinièrestraat 31-37
B-2018 Antwerp, Belgium
Tel.: 00 32 (0)3 200 45 00 
Fax: 00 32 (0)3 200 45 99
E-mail: uitgeverij@deboeck.be
URLs : www.uitgeverijdeboeck.be

www.itmma.ua.ac.be

H. Clarkson & Co. Ltd.

“Bulk Carrier Register
2003”

THE Clarkson Bulk Carrier Register 35th
edition contains details of the world fleet

of over 5,775 Bulk and Combination Carriers of
over 10,000 including Great Lakes Only vessels.
Specialised carriers are identified and listings
covering Self-Unloaders, Open Hatch, and
Great Lakes capable vessels are included for the
first time.

The cargo handling gear has been re-defined
to indicate single span and dual derricks seper-
ately in addition to details of cranes. Over 30
statistical tables give a comprehensive analysis of
the fleet and orderbook.

Price:  £190.00 / $304.00

“Containership Register
2003”

THE Clarkson Containership Register pro-
vides the liner industry with a definitive

guide to the global liner fleet. This new directo-

ry, the 5th edition, includes details of over
7,350 liner vessels incorporating Cellular
Containerships, Multi-Purpose and Ro-Ro ves-
sels. This database was designed to give own-
ers, operators and brokers the detailed infor-
mation they need. Each ship type has its own
unique layout ensuring that users find the infor-
mation they need quickly and easily - teu for
containerships, lane length for ro-ro’s, cargo
handling gear, speed etc. CD-Rom Included. A
CD-Rom, as part of the package, brings porta-
bility (load it on the notebook PC), and analyti-
cal capability. e.g. download all containerships
of 1100 teu with more than 21 knots speed,
export to spreadsheet, or print a list.

Price:  £190.00 / $304.00

For further information:
Clarkson Research Studies, 
Research and Publications Division, 
H. Clarkson & Co. Ltd.
12 Camomile Street, London EC3A 7BP, U.K.
Tel:   +44 (0)20 7334 3134)
Fax:   +44 (0)20 7522 0330) 
E-mail: sales.crs@clarksons.co.uk 
URL:  http://www.clarksonresearch.com/

acatalog/
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D AILY operations are running like
clock work at the Garden City
Terminal (GCT), one of the

nation’s top four container ports and the
fastest growing port in the U.S. South
Atlantic. The terminal is one of six port-
owned and operated facilities of the
Georgia Ports Authority (GPA) and its
corporate headquarters.   

Nearly 75 percent of the cargo handled
through the Port of Savannah is con-
tainerized cargo, measured in TEUs, or
twenty-foot equivalent units. The GPA
hit a record level of TEU handling in fis-
cal year 2001, when over one-million
TEUs were handled by GPA – primarily
through the Garden City Terminal. The
port again hit the one-million TEU
benchmark in fiscal year 2002, but this
time just 11 months into the operating
year. At eight months into operations for
FY03, the port has again breached the
one-million TEU threshold in new record
time, having handled 1,004,535 TEUs
(between July 2001 to February 2003). 

The Port of Savannah also moves
break-bulk and bulk cargoes, which rep-
resent 8.6 percent and 16.5 percent of
the GPA Port of Savannah cargo mix

respectively. 
Within the 1,200-acre terminal is a

container-handling facility featuring
seven contiguous berths totaling 7,726
linear feet—which is the longest con-
tiguous dock on the U.S. East Coast.
Port of Savannah has over 50 ocean carri-
ers / steamship lines making vessel calls
and connecting this busy cargo magnet
to over 300 ports around the globe.

In April 2003 the Garden City Terminal
will commission two new super post-
Panamax cranes and has an option to
purchase two more, from the Finnish
cranemaker, Konecrane, VLC Corp.
These will bring the terminal’s inventory
of ship-to-shore container cranes to 13. 

The advantages the Port of Savannah
is able to offer shippers are many, but
mainly include: ample international trade
lanes (through 50 ocean carriers), ample
storage (1.3 million sq. ft. of warehous-
ing) … ample protection (through water-
side and landside port security initia-
tives) … and more than ample inter-
modal connections … through two Class
1 Railroads (CSX Transportation and
Norfolk Southern), an on-terminal rail
facility (Mason ICTF), as well as connec-

tions through two interstates (I-95 and I-
16) and over 100 motor carriers. 

The top cargoes handled via the
Garden City Terminal during fiscal year
2002 included machinery, vegetable oils
and linerboard and woodpulp.   

In addition to the Garden City
Terminal, the GPA runs three other
deep-water terminals: Ocean Terminal,
also in Savannah, is located at the foot of
the Talmadge Bridge, 2.2 miles downriv-
er and within view from the GCT. It is
dedicated to the movement of bulk, ro/ro
(roll on/ roll off) and project cargoes. 

Seventy miles south of Savannah, the
GPA operates two terminals at Georgia’s
other deepwater port, The Port of
Brunswick. The Port of Brunswick
Colonel’s Island Terminal is dedicated to
the movement of dry agricultural prod-
ucts in bulk, as well as automobiles and
machinery. The Port of Brunswick
Mayor’s Point Terminal handles general
cargo. GPA owns a third Brunswick ter-
minal, Marine Port Terminal, which it
leases to a private company, which han-
dles both general and bulk cargoes. 

In addition to the deepwater termi-
nals, GPA inland barge terminals, locat-
ed in Bainbridge and Columbus,
Georgia, help move inland cargoes to
seaports through the Apalochicola-
Chattahoochee-Flint River system. They
offer low cost barge transportation ser-
vice to/from the Gulf of Mexico and
major markets in the Southeastern
United States. 

Georgia’s public and private port sec-
tor activities directly or indirectly sup-
port 80,100 jobs, are responsible for $1.8
billion in personal incomes, produce bil-
lions of dollars in sales revenue to bene-
fit the state’s economy and generate
$585 million in state and local tax
receipts each year.

Port of Savannah
Garden City Terminal ranks as the

United States’ fourth largest
containerport

Port of Savannah
Garden City Terminal ranks as the

United States’ fourth largest
containerport



wide to the Port of Miami. 
“Among the port’s biggest challenges

this year will be making preparations for
the arrival of more cruise ships that will
be home-based at Canaveral, as well as
handling the numerous security issues
that have been raised since the 2001 ter-
rorist attacks,” said Port Authority
Executive Director, Mr. Malcolm
McLouth. 

“In retrospect, the port’s growth has
been impressive,” said Mr. Cheek, who
retired from the Port Authority in 1980. 

“I’m amazed at what’s happened”
since then, he said. “I really think they’re
on the right track.” 

Reproduced from an article by Scott Blake
in FLORIDA TODAY

According to
the Port
Authority, the
idea of creat-
ing a port on
Cape Canaveral first surfaced in the late
1800s, when the U.S. Navy was consid-
ering opening a port on Florida’s East
Coast. 

But it took a special act by the Florida
Legislature in the early 1950s for the port
to be formerly established. Port
Canaveral was dedicated on Nov. 4,
1953. 

Wedged between Cape Canaveral Air
Force Station and Kennedy Space Center
to the north and the city of Cape
Canaveral to the south, Port Canaveral
has 3,300 acres, including a stretch of
land that runs inland along the Barge
Canal. 

The port’s district covers central and
northern Brevard, with commissioners
elected from voters within that area. 

Until 1986, the Port Authority collected
property taxes from its district. Since
then, the port has been self-sustaining,
in that it supports itself from revenue
derived solely from business and recre-
ational activities within the port. 

Since 1955, the port has handled more
than 100 million tons of cargo shipped to
and from 35 countries. The port also has
drawn 13.4 million cruise passengers
since 1964, including a record of more
than 1.9 million passengers in fiscal 2002
ended Sept. 30, ranking it second world-
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Canaveral: Celebrates its 

50th anniversary 

T HE Canaveral Port Authority
broke out the props for a 1950s-
themed, feel-good ceremony to

celebrate Port Canaveral’s 50th anniver-
sary and recognize its contributions to
the region. 

The event – the first of a series of
activities through the year – included a
grand entrance by port commissioners in
’50s-style hot rods, a stage done up like
an old-fashioned diner, Port Authority
staff members decked out in leather
jackets and poodle skirts a la “Grease,”
and a performance by The King - Elvis
Presley, aka Eric Olsen of Jacksonville. 

Apart from the pomp, the event had a
nostalgic feel, with several former port
officials in attendance, including former
Port Authority Executive Director, Mr.
Glen Cheek; his successor, Mr. Chuck
Rowland (now also retired); and former
Port Commissioner, Mr. Buck Buchanan. 

But the main purpose of the event was
to pay tribute to the port itself, from its
growth from a small commercial fishing
inlet when it opened in 1953 to the
world’s second-busiest cruise port today
to something even larger in the future, if
current commercial-development plans –
including hotels and an amphitheater –
come to fruition. 

“We’ve had a lot of milestones,” Port
Commissioner, Mr. Ralph Kennedy told
the crowd of about 100 people. 

Houston: Joins Smart and 

Secure Tradelanes (SST)

T HE Port of Houston Authority
(PHA) joins with other major port
operators worldwide as the

newest partner in Smart and Secure
Tradelanes (SST), a rapidly expanding
global security network deploying
advanced security practices, business
processes, and enabling technologies to
improve the security and efficiency of
worldwide ocean container shipments.

The PHA Commission voted during a
public hearing on March 31 to participate
in SST, an industry-driven initiative that
has attracted more than 40 supply chain
partners committed to closing security
gaps in the global supply chain by build-
ing an automated security infrastructure
at major ports worldwide that enables
connectivity between supply chain partici-
pants and technologies. By becoming an
SST partner, the PHA will install Radio
Frequency Identification (RFID) reader
infrastructure that communicates in real-
time with a powerful software platform
linked to a Transportation Security System
application, enabling real-time monitoring
of containers equipped with smart elec-
tronic seals.

Since launched last summer, hundreds
of “smart and secure” containers
equipped with electronic seals and moni-
tored automatically via the global security
network have been shipped between Asia
and Europe into the United States. The
PHA’s participation helps extend the net-
work to a fourth continent – South
America – to ensure the security of ship-

Photos by Malcolm Denemark, FLORIDA TODAY ©2003
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ments entering the United States from that
part of the world. The focus of the initia-
tive in Houston will be on end-to-end con-
tainer security, starting with shipments at
the shipper/manufacturer origin, and
tracking them from ports of origin in
Europe and Latin America to the Port of
Houston.

The announcement was made jointly by
the PHA and the Strategic Council on
Security Technology, a global advisory
resource and catalyst for improving the
security of supply chains that was a
founding partner in SST.  

“As one of the leading container ports in
the U.S., the Port of Houston Authority
should undertake every appropriate mea-
sure to ensure container safety and securi-
ty,” said PHA Chairman Jim Edmonds.
“Our involvement with Smart and Secure
Tradelanes will enhance our proactive
approach to security through best prac-
tices and technological leadership, which
will protect both the lives and livelihoods
of people in this region,” he added.  

Unlike other participants in SST who
seek greater security of U.S.-bound ship-
ments, Transoceanic plans to leverage the
network to ensure the security of out-
bound shipments it manages from the Port
of Houston to international destinations.
One of its initial applications is planned for
a major building project in Kabul,
Afghanistan.   

Although industry-funded and initiated,
SST partners work in close coordination
with a number of U.S. and non-U.S. gov-
ernment entities, especially to ensure
compliance with such government initia-
tives as U.S. Customs’ Container Security
Initiative (CSI) and Customs Trade
Program Against Terrorism (C-TPAT), and
Custom’s 24-Hour Advance Manifest Rule.

Founding members of SST include three
of the world’s largest port operators –
Hutchison Port Holdings (HPH), P&O Ports
and PSA Corporation – which together
manage about 70 per cent of the world’s
container shipments at their port and ter-
minal facilities.   SST’s objective is to
rapidly deploy a baseline infrastructure
that provides real-time visibility, physical
security through non-intrusive, automated
inspection and detection alerts, as well as
a complete audit trail of a container’s jour-
ney from origin to final destination.

The SST solution leverages technology
and infrastructure of the U.S. Department
of Defense’s Total Asset Visibility (TAV)
network, a battle-tested, real-time
response information system that another
SST partner (Savi Technology) helped to
build.  TAV, the world’s largest wireless
cargo tracking network, was designed and
deployed to track all military shipments
during times of peace and conflict through

Long Beach: Debuts 

“Healthy Harbor” initiative

O N March 17, The Port of Long
Beach launched “Healthy Harbor
Long Beach,” a comprehensive

environmental initiative building on
recent successes that have improved air
and water quality and expanded wildlife
habitats throughout the port area.

During a ceremony, port and city offi-

cials outlined Healthy Harbor and
unveiled the initiative’s logo – a light
green pelican and light blue waves under
a yellow sun set inside a deep blue field
shaped like an “H.” The logo will be used
on brochures, posters and other Port
materials to help strengthen the identity
of environmental programs currently
administered by the Port and several new
efforts that will be announced over the
next year.

Earlier Monday at its regularly sched-
uled meeting, the Long Beach Board of
Harbor Commissioners approved the Air
Quality Improvement Program that is the
first element of the Healthy Harbor initia-
tive. The Air Quality Improvement
Program combines existing and new
efforts that surpass state and federal
requirements and commit millions of dol-
lars to reduce diesel emissions by promot-
ing the use of alternative fuels and pollu-
tion-control devices. The program, which
calls for close cooperation with the ten-
ants and the shipping lines, also includes
efforts to reduce truck traffic congestion,
because idling and slow-moving trucks
produce more emissions than trucks mov-
ing efficiently.

“In recent years, the Port of Long Beach
has made great strides in enhancing air
quality, water quality and wildlife habi-
tats in the region, as symbolized by the
Healthy Harbor logo,” said John Hancock,
President of the Long Beach Board of
Harbor Commissioners. “Through the
Healthy Harbor initiative, we are building
on our successes by focusing even more
attention and taking an even more
aggressive approach toward protecting
our natural resources, and re-dedicating
ourselves to being a good neighbor.”

Mayor Beverly O’Neill noted that the
Port is an economic powerhouse, generat-
ing thousands of jobs and millions of dol-

truck, train, and ship transportation – from
the factory to the foxhole. The TAV net-
work is built on existing U.S. and interna-
tional standards that allow open integra-
tion of automatic identification and data
collection technologies.

SST leverages TAV’s existing infrastruc-
ture and proven automatic identification
technologies, including Radio Frequency
Identification (RFID), satellite tracking sys-
tems, sensors, and biometrics that are
integrated with enterprise-class software. 

About the Strategic Council on
Security Technology

The Strategic Council on Security
Technology is an international assembly of
top executives from the world’s largest
port operators, major logistics technology
providers, four-star generals, former public
officials and prominent transportation con-
sultancies.  Acting as an international
resource, the Strategic Council on Security
Technology is committed to helping
ensure greater supply chain security
through best-of-breed practices and tech-
nologies while working with a variety of
other industry associations. 
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lars in economic activity. “We can contin-
ue to improve our quality of life while
reaping the economic benefits of port
activity,” the Mayor said.

The Air Quality Improvement Program
exceeds state and federal requirements
because it aims to reduce diesel emis-
sions from tenant- and port-owned vehi-
cles and equipment as well as locomo-
tives – so-called off-road sources that are
less regulated by the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and the South Coast
Air Quality Management District.

For example, the program calls for the
port to:

• Conduct at least one pilot project in cooper-
ation with one or more terminal operators
to study the feasibility of using liquid natural
gas or other alternative fuels in yard trac-
tors, forklifts or other heavy-duty terminal
equipment;

• Undertake a major study of the “cold-iron-
ing” of ships, whereby they would use elec-
tric rather than internal combustion power
while at berth;

• Require tenants to prepare plans to signifi-
cantly reduce emissions by 2007; and

• Actively promote and fund efforts to devel-
op advanced technology for truck scheduling
and freeway message systems that will
reduce truck congestion and idling.

Many of these efforts are already under
way. For example, the port has already
begun evaluating the cold-ironing of ships
and has undertaken programs to install
pollution-control equipment and convert
tenant-owned and port-owned vehicles to
alternative fuels. In addition, the port has
built on-dock rail, overpasses and other
infrastructure improvements that reduce
truck congestion and idling and thereby
limit diesel emissions.

The Port of Long Beach has a history of
protecting natural resources through inno-
vative environmental programs utilizing
an array of methods in a wide variety of
settings. For example, the Port:

• Developed a comprehensive stormwater
pollution prevention program that received a
California Environmental Protection Agency
award.

• Successfully relocated a black-crowned night
heron nesting area, including more than 50
trees, from the former Long Beach Naval
Station.

• Earned a U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency Western Environmental Hero
Award for safely utilizing contaminated sedi-
ments from other Southern California loca-
tions as part of a structural fill to create new
port terminal land.

• Went beyond state requirements to reduce
dust from petroleum coke storage and ship-
ping facilities by making rigorous infrastruc-

Nanaimo: Busy time for 

the Port Authority

T HE Nanaimo Port Authority
invested $3.2 million in infra-
structure during 2002.

Improvements included the upgrading
of the Wharfinger Office, the addition of
a new and larger Comfort Station to
provide public washroom facilities
along the waterfront as well as wash-
room and shower facilities exclusive to
the over 7,000 pleasure vessels which
annually visit the port.

Tied in with the new structure is an
additional 500 feet of walkway along
the waterfront. “The new walkway pro-
vides the finishing touch to one of
Nanaimo’s most heavily used and finest
assets,” commented President & CEO
Mr. Bill Mills. “The construction phase
may have taken us slightly longer to
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Tacoma: Record Year      

in 2002

T HE Port of Tacoma strengthened
its position in 2002 as the leading
seaport in the Pacific Northwest,

setting yearly records in the following
categories: 

• Operating Revenues - $72.9 million 
• Containerized Cargo - 1,470,834 TEUs 
• Intermodal Activity - 362,344 intermodal

lifts 
• Auto Imports/Exports - 180,173 vehicles 

”This growth and our port’s strong
financial performance – plus our ongoing
commitment to road, rail and marine
infrastructure investments – contribute to
the region’s economy,” said Port of
Tacoma Commission President Dick
Marzano. “It’s great to have a record-set-
ting year, but our focus is an even better
future.” 

At the close of business on December
31, 2002, the Port of Tacoma had generat-
ed operating revenue of $72.9 million, up
19 percent from 2001. The previous record
was set in 2000 at $62.3 million. 

“It’s not surprising that in a year of
record volumes, we would also set a
record for operating revenue,” said
Andrea Riniker, the Port’s Executive

ture and housekeeping improvements, in
addition to the mandated changes such as
covering petroleum coke piles and adding
spray systems to conveyer belts.

• Cleaned up a state superfund site containing
chemical and petroleum waste dumps on
property acquired by the port, and prevent-
ing contamination in runoff from port prop-
erty.

A recent study found that San Pedro
Bay is thriving, supporting approximately
45 million fish belonging to 74 species in a
healthy ecosystem. The productivity and
habitat quality have increased markedly
since the last comprehensive study of San
Pedro Bay in 1976, according to the
results. Separate studies have shown San
Pedro Bay supports 100 species of birds,
including three endangered species.

“The people at the Port of Long Beach
have always been committed to protect-
ing our environment for future genera-
tions,” Hancock said. “Just like others in
the community, we use our coastal waters
and shorelines for recreation. We’re envi-
ronmentalists, too.”

complete than was originally estimated,
however, we have a wonderful new
facility which will benefit both locals
and visitors for many years to come.”

Docks were also realigned and
extended to accommodate the new
Nanaimo Harbour Lynx ferry service
scheduled to start up in the spring of
2003. The port also reconfigured the
parking lot to allow for a passenger
drop-off service and sufficient space for
bus parking and turn-around.

New business generation has also
been a priority for the port.
Considerable time and effort has been
placed on the development of local
cruise business, new transportation ini-
tiatives and bulk loading opportunities
at the Duke Point Deep Sea Terminal.

“We are excited about several new
business opportunities which will
assist in the diversification of use at our
two terminals,” commented Mr. Doug
Peterson, Manager of Marketing &
Sales. “While several are still in the
developmental stage we hope to have a
new operation at one of our terminals
this spring.”
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Vancouver: First phase
of Container Expansion

Strategy unvailed

T HE Vancouver Port Authority
(VPA) unveiled the first phase in
its overall container terminal

expansion strategy to increase capacity
at the Port of Vancouver. With the
announcement, the Port of Vancouver
will add an extra 360,000-twentyfoot
equivalent units of containers (TEUs) at
the port’s two Burrard Inlet container
terminals, Centerm and Vanterm, for a
new total capacity at the Port of
Vancouver of 1.97 million TEUs by 2005.
This represents the first step in the
VPA’s overall plan to reach 4 million
TEUs of capacity by 2020.

“Growth in containerized trade has
been a global phenomenon and we
envision the opportunity to expand our
market share and increase our competi-
tive position,” said Captain Gordon
Houston, President and Chief Executive
Officer, Vancouver Port Authority. “We
believe we are one of the best
prospects for economic renewal in
British Columbia. Today’s announce-
ment puts us on a solid path to facilitate
trade for Canadians, create additional
jobs and capture new business in this
expanding sector.”

In 2002, handling containers at the
Port of Vancouver was responsible for

Director. “We are proud of our accom-
plishments, but we are not sitting back
on our laurels. Our Port Commission has
authorized a $341 million capital improve-
ment plan, designed to continue our
momentum and keep the Port of Tacoma
growing as a major Pacific gateway well
into the future.”

The Port of Tacoma closed 2002 at
1,470,834 TEUs (twenty-foot equivalent
units) – an 11.4 percent increase from
2001. According to Brendan Dugan, the
Port's Senior Director of Marketing and
Trade, the 2002 record will soon be
exceeded. “We are set to begin first-
phase construction of a new container ter-
minal for Evergreen Marine Corporation
(Taiwan) that will eventually have 237
acres and a 1.2 million-TEU capacity,” he
said, noting that Phase 1 of the new ter-
minal is scheduled for completion in late
2004. “This opens Evergreen's current 75-
acre terminal, which has an annual
capacity of 450,000 TEUs, for a new ten-
ant or expansion of an existing customer.” 

The Port of Tacoma’s 2002 container
volume was driven by a 19 percent
growth in international business, said
Dugan, explaining the new China-Pacific
Northwest service of Lloyd Triestino
(Italy), which started in April 2002, was
the largest single factor in this growth. 

Meanwhile, at the Port’s three major
intermodal yards, intermodal lifts (trans-
fers of containers between ship and rail)
increased markedly in 2002. The Port han-
dled 362,344 intermodal lifts in 2002 – an
increase of 36.6 percent from 2001. Each
of the Port’s three intermodal yards
recorded volume increases in 2002, led by
a 69 percent gain at the North Intermodal
Yard (NIM). Serving Evergreen, Lloyd
Triestino, “K” Line (Japan) and Yang
Ming Marine Transport Corp. (Taiwan),
the NIM benefited from Lloyd Triestino’s
new China service and from “K” Line’s
partnership with Hanjin Shipping Co.,
Ltd. (Korea), significantly expanding its
cargo volume through Tacoma. 

The Port’s investment in rail infrastruc-
ture over the past year, including the
completion of a $7.8 million NIM upgrade,
also contributed to this success,
explained Jeannie Beckett, the Port’s
Senior Director of Inland Transportation.
”Following the October lock-out (a 10-day
interruption of shipping activity), our rail
system and intermodal yards responded
with record productivity, quickly alleviat-
ing the cargo backlog and allowing the
Port to pursue additional business oppor-
tunities.” 

The Port also set an automotive
import/export record at 180,173 vehicles –
6.3 percent more than 2001. According to
Bob DeWald, the Port’s Senior Director of

Industrial Development and Real Estate,
the increase can be attributed to pur-
chase incentives offered by automakers,
which kept U.S. auto sales strong despite
the weak economy. 

The largest auto processing company
in the country, Tacoma-based Auto
Warehousing Company (AWC), processes
vehicle imports for Isuzu, Kia, Mazda,
Mitsubishi and Suzuki at the Port of
Tacoma. The Port is currently building a
$40 million, 145-acre dedicated auto pro-
cessing facility for AWC and the Port’s
five automotive customers. “With this
new facility, its built-in efficiencies and
the Port’s efficient inland transportation
connections, we certainly expect this area
of our business to expand considerably in
the future,” DeWald said. 

Security was another area of achieve-
ment in 2002, said Timothy J. Farrell, the
Port’s Deputy Executive Director. “The
Port of Tacoma has been a leader in the
issues of port facility security and supply

9,000 direct jobs. By 2005, the added
capacity at Vanterm and Centerm will
create 1,400 new direct jobs. Every con-
tainer that crosses the dock at the Port
of Vancouver is worth $450 in wages,
$550 in GDP and $1,200 in economic
output. Over a decade, the Port of
Vancouver has seen its container vol-
umes triple from 441,054 TEUs in 1992
to 1.46 million TEUs in 2002. 

“Each year, the Port of Vancouver has
demonstrated its ability to make a posi-
tive economic impact on this region in
terms of jobs, taxes and other revenue,”
said Mr. David Stowe, Chairman,
Vancouver Port Authority. “But this port
is now facing crucial issues. In order to
succeed, certain challenges must be
overcome including regulatory issues,
access to capital, infrastructure require-
ments and competitive threats from U.S.
ports.”

The additional capacity and
increased productivity at Centerm and
Vanterm will be achieved by imple-
menting new technology. The through-
put capacity of the facilities is expand-
ing on the existing footprints. Vanterm
will have its current capacity of 435,000
TEUs increased by 100,000 to 535,000
TEUs. Centerm will have its current
capacity of 340,000 TEUs increased by
260,000 to 600,000 TEUs.

Total development costs are estimat-
ed to be $110 million for the two termi-
nals. Construction is slated to begin at
Vanterm this summer with expansion
at Centerm following later.

chain security,” he said, noting the Port’s
work with legislators and a joint grant
award applied for and issued to the Ports
of Tacoma, Seattle and Everett by the
Transportation Security Administration.
“We have worked in partnership with
other ports nationally and internationally
on these issues, and we have played a
central role in Operation Safe Commerce
(OSC).” 

OSC is a federally funded program that
will provide a test-bed for new security
techniques, designed to increase the
security of container shipments – from the
point of origin through the supply chain to
the point of destination. 

Looking ahead, Port officials expect
2003 to be another year of records.
However, the rapid growth experienced
in 2002 is projected to level off. According
to Doug Ljungren, the Port's Business
Planning Manager, container business is
expected to grow 4.4 percent, and total
intermodal activity by 5 percent.
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Antwerp: Port Security 

Council set up

A T the December 2002 IMO
Conference it was decided to
make safety plans for ships

and water transport terminals compul-
sory as of July 1, 2004. In the meantime
the EU Commission is also taking vari-
ous legislative initiatives, including a
draft directive requiring a safety plan
for the entire port area and measures for
ensuring the security of the logistical
chain.

In order to prepare for this, the
Antwerp Port Federation considered it
opportune to set up a Port Security
Council. The council is chaired by the
harbourmaster, Mr. Jan Verbist, and
will coordinate the overall safety policy
of the port. 

The bodies represented on the coun-
cil are the Antwerp Port Authority, the
Antwerp Port Federation (AGHA) and
its member associations (Belgian
Shipowner’s Association, Antwerp
Shipping Federation, Antwerp Freight
Forwarding and Logistic Association,
Professional Association of Antwerp
Master Stevedores and Port Operators,
and Royal Association of Traffic Flow
Controllers), the Federal Police and the
Customs. Since the security of the
entire logistical chain is involved, it will
also be necessary in future to consult
with representatives of the various
transport modes.

Within the Port Security Council vari-
ous working parties will be set up to

deal with subjects such as ship securi-
ty, terminal security, loading, the port
area as a whole and hinterland connec-
tions.

In addition to preparing an all-
embracing safety plan, attention will be
devoted to providing support with
drawing up individual safety plans,
training aspects and coordination with
the existing disaster plans.

Bilbao: 54 million-euro
contract awarded for

new dock

T HE Port Authority of Bilbao has
awarded the contract for the
building of Dock AZ1 in the

Outer Abra to the Temporary
Consortium, Ferrovial-Agroman. The
works have been awarded for
53,959,000 euros with a 25-month com-
pletion period. Dock AZ1 will be built
against the breakwater at Zierbena, 400
meters from its end: it will be 800
meters long with a surface area of
200,000 square meters and will have 21-
meter depths. It will be used for solid
bulks.

Cork: Enhanced cruise 

facilities

T O cater for the steadily increas-
ing size of modern cruise ships,
the Port of Cork is upgrading its

facilities at the Cobh Cruise Terminal.
The works include the installation of a

ABP Cardiff: A welcome 

boost to Cardiff’s Steel Trade

S TEEL volumes are set to increase
at Associated British Ports’ (ABP)
Port of Cardiff, following a five-

year contract signed between ABP and
existing steel customer Duferco UK Ltd
which will underpin a £620,000 invest-
ment by ABP at the South Wales Port. 

ABP will invest in the modification of
an existing port warehouse to create a
bespoke steel import and distribution
facility for Duferco UK Ltd – the trading
arm of Italian steel producer Duferdofin.

This investment will involve the pur-
chase of two brand-new gantry cranes
and the re-location of a further two port
gantry cranes to meet Duferco’s
requirements for handling specialist
long-steel products.

The modifications to the terminal,
which is located on the port’s Queen
Alexandra Dock, are expected to be
completed by October this year.  Once
fully operational, Duferco  will concen-
trate the majority of their steel imports
through ABP Cardiff to take maximum
advantage of the terminal’s tailor-made
facilities. Duferco has been importing
long-steel products through ABP Cardiff
since 1999.

Budha Majumdar, ABP Port Director,
South Wales Ports, said: “This is an
important strategic development for
Cardiff, and further underlines the suc-
cess of ABP’s growth strategy, which is
to attract new business by investing in
first-class facilities. It also consolidates
Cardiff’s position as a major steel-han-
dling port in the UK.  We are delighted
with the further commitment shown by
Duferco to the port, and we look for-
ward to working in partnership with
them.”

Bob Brannan, Managing Director,

Duferco UK Ltd, commented: “Duferco
UK has been working with ABP
throughout the UK for some time.  ABP
understands our requirements and this
agreement serves to underline our faith
in the long-term success of a partner-
ship with ABP South Wales in achieving
the Duferco group’s future objectives.”
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new mooring bollard and local strength-
ening of the existing quay wall using
mini-piles and rock anchors. The
improved facilities are designed to pro-
vide accommodation for cruise ships up
to 280 metres in overall length and will
be completed for the upcoming cruise
season. This will enable ships such as
Royal Caribbean’s Grandeur of the
Seas, which is scheduled to make three
calls this year, to berth at the Cobh
Cruise Terminal. The Terminal is locat-
ed directly beside the Cobh Heritage
Centre – a moving audio-visual experi-
ence of the history of Irish emigration
and of the Port of Cork’s wonderful mar-
itime tradition – and within a few hun-
dred metres of the enchanting town of
Cobh with its imposing cathedral and
multi-coloured houses and business
premises.

Record Season

This year promises to be a bumper
one at the Port of Cork with record num-
bers of cruise ship calls and passenger
numbers. There will be a 25% increase
in vessel numbers to 33 cruise ships
over the period 7 May to 21 October and
these vessels will offer passenger
capacity of 34,000 compared with
20,000 visiting cruise passengers last
year. The liveries of most of the world’s
leading cruise lines will again be in evi-
dence – in addition to Royal Caribbean,
the traditional Cork welcome will once
more be extended to P&O Cruises,
Princess Cruises, Celebrity Cruises,
Holland America Line, Cunard Line,
Seabourn Cruise Line, Silversea Cruises,
Hapag Lloyd, Seetours, Lindblad
Expeditions, Fred Olsen, Costa
Crociere, Saga Cruises, Transocean,
Peter Deilmann and Voyages of
Discovery. All cruise ships will berth at
the Cobh Cruise Terminal with the
exception of Celebrity Cruises’ 90,000-

tone Constellation which will berth at
the Ringaskiddy Deepwater Terminal
and Seabourn Cruise Line’s Seabourn
Pride which will berth in the heart of
the city of Cork.

Cruise visitors to Cork will experience
the many delights of Ireland’s second
city – chosen as Europe’s City of
Culture for 2005 - as well as some of
Ireland’s most popular visitor attrac-
tions such as Blarney Castle, the Lakes
of  Killarney, the Jameson Heritage
Centre and the Waterford Crystal facto-
ry and showrooms. For golfing enthusi-
asts the magnificent championship
course at Fota Island – home of the
Murphys Irish Open in both 2001 and
2002 – and the renowned and uniquely
challenging course at the Old Head of
Kinsale are extremely popular with
cruise passengers while ardent sailors
will delight in sailing out of Royal Cork
Yacht Club – the world’s oldest yacht
club, founded in 1720.

Major Economic Impact

Cruise traffic calling at the Port of
Cork provides an impressive 13 million
per annum contribution to the economy
of the southern part of Ireland and in
the process accounts for 126 full time
equivalent jobs. Aggregate expenditure
by passengers and crew last year
amounted to 7.6 million euros of which
passengers accounted for 6.2 million
euros and crew for 1.4 million euros.
These were the principal findings of a
report undertaken at the end of the 2002
cruise season when the Port of Cork
Company commissioned Dr. Richard
Moloney of the Centre for Applied
Policy Studies at University College
Cork to update a report on the
Economic Impact of the Port of Cork’s
Cruise Liner Traffic first carried out dur-
ing the 1997 cruise season. The report
was based on a survey of spending

Hamburg: Port railway
boasts increasing figures

for 2002

H AMBURG’s port railway, that
handles all goods traffic within
the docklands of Hamburg, was

able to transport a total of 28.1 t of goods
during 2002. This means an increase of
about 5.2 % against the previous year.
The container traffic also increased by
9.4% during the same period and
reached a total of 920,000 TEU. 

among cruise passengers arriving at
the Port of Cork and the spending was
analysed in an input-output framework.
In this way the direct, indirect and
induced effects of this spending on the
economy were calculated. 

Commenting on the report, Seán
Geary, Deputy Chief Executive, Port of
Cork said that its findings confirmed the
important role of the Port of Cork in
expanding the regional economy and in
contributing to the welfare of business-
es and residents in the hinterland of the
port. He said that direct pro-active mar-
keting of the Port of Cork to the cruise
industry over a number of years was
now bearing fruit and he was pleased
that the record number of cruise pas-
sengers due to visit the port this year
would provide an added stimulus to the
economy.
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Riga: Cargo turnover in
2002 increases 21.7%

over 2001

T he total cargo turnover during
2002 in the Freeport of Riga
reached 18.1 million tons, which

was by 21.7% more than during 2001.
The Freeport of Riga has reached the
highest cargo turnover during existence
of the Riga Port.

If compared to indicators for 2001, the
liquid bulk cargoes handled in the
Freeport are showing the sharpest
increase. Last year 5.3 million tons of
liquid bulk cargoes are handled, which
was 46.8% more than during 2001.

Port of
Rotterdam

Rotterdam: Customer 

Service Center set up

T HE Port of Rotterdam Customer
Service Center (CSC) opens its
doors for business on March 3,

2003. The establishment of this facility
will provide the Port of Rotterdam with
a central ‘one-stop shop’. Interested
parties such as Port Management, the
Chamber of Commerce and Deltalinqs
want to use the centre to enhance the
port's customer orientation by providing
fast, accurate answers to the hundreds
of questions received each year by the
various organizations associated with
the port. As yet, this is a pilot project
and it will last until the end of the year. 

According to Mr. Theo Willemsen,
who heads up the project, ‘This is our
response to a request from industry.
Every year the port misses out on
numerous opportunities simply because
important questions are not passed on
to the appropriate organizations’. 

Each year, the port's Knowledge
Center alone deals with about 2,500
questions relating to statistics, address-
es and cargo flows. Numerous other
questions are received by the
Rotterdam Port Promotion Council, the
Customs, the DCMR Environmental
Protection Agency and the municipality.

The way in which all of these ques-
tions are routinely dealt with leaves
much to be desired. We want to change
all that, not just for industry, but also for
the public at large. 

The CSC aims to answer 50 percent
of the questions itself. The remaining
questions will be forwarded to other
information counters. Even so, the CSC
will continue to monitor the way in
which these questions are answered. 

Those customers who are already
familiar with port procedures are of
course quite free to go through the
usual channels. Another task for the
CSC is to analyse all of the questions
received. This can provide valuable
management information that will help
us to make structural improvements to
the service level’. 

The CSC will initially have six mem-
bers of staff, all of whom have been fully
briefed on port procedures. It is based
in the World Port Center on the
Wilhelminapier (next to the Hotel New
York). During office hours, the CSC can
be reached between 08.00 and 18.00 by
phone at +31-(0)10-2521111, by fax at
+31-(0)10-2521100 or via the Internet
site, www.portofrotterdam.com.

However, Mr. Aniele still remains chair-
manship of PAPC until May 2003 when
a new president as well as a new exec-
utive secretary will be elected.

The new Board of Directors of
PMAWCA is as follows:

• President
Mr. Ferdinand Assogba Dognon 
Managing Director, Port Autonome de 
Cotonou, Benin

• 1st Vice President
Mr. Filomena Da Silva
Managing Director, National Directorate 
of Merchant Marine & Ports, Angola

• 2nd Vice President
Mr. Adama Deen

Managing Director, Gambia Ports 
Authority, The Gambia

• Treasurer
Mr. Aminu Dabo
Managing Director, Nigerian Ports 
Authority, Nigeria

• 1st Member
Mr. Siyam Siwe
Managing Director, Port Autonome de 
Douala, Cameroon

• 2nd Member
Mr. Awa Beleyi
Managing Director, Port Autonome de 
Lomé, Togo

The term of the above board of direc-
tors is 2 years (2003 – 2005).

Namibia: The Port of
Walvis Bay increases IT

storage space

I N line with Namport’s expansion
program the Port of Walvis Bay has
just expanded its storage facilities.

A new shed with an undercover storage
capacity of 2,000 square meters has
been added next to berth number eight
in the port area. The storage facility has
a length of 96 meters, width of 20
meters and has a height restriction of
10 meters. Undercover storage areas
are very limited in the port and there-
fore we had to start looking at interme-
diate solutions to provide this facility to
clients where the need arises from time
to time. 

“This storage facility is a mobile shed
which can be moved to any other area
depending on the needs of the clients in
the port. This is just another phase in
Namport’s policy to provide flexibility in
service delivery to our clients,” says
Jerome Mouton, Manager Marketing
and Strategic Business Development.
This shed used to be based at the Port
of Lüderitz where it was used for the
Kudu Gas exploration project. 

After the withdrawal of the project
from this port, Namport acquired the
facility and relocate it to the Port of
Walvis Bay where it will mainly be used
for the storage of transit cargo. This
also to some extent anticipates in the
demand for storage requirements for
cargo imports to the Zambian and
Zimbabwean, Democratic Republic of
the Congo markets in the near future.

Traffic for this Port has increased sig-
nificantly during the past year and as a
result the demand for more storage
space has also increased. It is also in
line with Namport’s aim to become the
hub for imports and exports for the
SADC market.

PMAWCA: New Board of 

Directors

O N the occasion of the 26th
Session held from January 10 to
25 in Luanda, the Republic of

Angola, the Annual Council of PMAW-
CA elected a new board of directors in
replacement of the previous board led
by Mr. Jean Marie Aniele of Congo.



wares.  Among
Inner Harbour exports showing strong
growth in the first six months was stock
feed (hay, chaff and other fodders), up
by 33 per cent on the same period last
year. Wool exports, however, were
down by almost 20 per cent.

Bulk exports in the Outer Harbour
were up by 2.9 per cent, but bulk
imports were down by 4.9 per cent in
the 6 months to the end of December
2002, compared to the same period the
previous year. Among bulk commodi-
ties which showed a substantial
increase in Outer Harbour trade  were
ammonium sulphate, potash, sulphur,
refined petroleum, and silica sands.

Shannon Foynes: m.v. Arklow
River makes maiden voyage

to Foynes
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A new 4,500-ton vessel, the m.v.
Arklow River, made its way
into Foynes port on its maiden

voyage. 
The vessel was built in Holland and

on February 27, 2003 final handover
was made to the officials of owners
Arklow Shipping Ltd, whose offices are
based in Arklow, Co. Wicklow. The ves-
sel sailed immediately after handover
from Holland to Hamburg to load its
first cargo of over 4,000 tons of fertiliser,
and then sailed to Foynes where SJ
Murphy & Co acted as ship’s agents.
After discharging its cargo she will then
sail around the Irish coast to Dublin to
load a cargo of ore, bound for North
Spain. 

Shannon Foynes Port Company Chief
Executive, Brian Byrne, commented on
the arrival: “The maiden voyage of any
vessel is a special occasion and
Shannon Foynes Port Company is
delighted to welcome the m.v. Arklow
River and her crew. Arklow Shipping
Ltd is regular traders on the Shannon
Estuary and we are particularly pleased
that the vessel was under the command
of a man with local family roots.

Vostochny: Modernization
of Russian Transport

System

T HE construction of methanol and
oil terminals, two largest invest-
ment projects of Vostochny Port,

has been included in the agreement
signed by Sergey Frank, Russian
Minister of Transport, and Sergey
Darkin, Governor of the Primorsky
region. These projects will be realized
within the framework of special federal
program “Modernization of Russian
Transport System.”   

The first line of the methanol terminal
with 400,000 tons capacity is to be put
into operation this spring. It will be the
first Russian Far-Eastern Complex spe-

cializing in methanol transshipment
directed to customers of APR countries.
According to the expert’s evaluation,
this new complex of Vostochny Port
surpasses its foreign analogues at the
expense of technological characteris-
tics, especially security measures and
high level of automation. The final total
capacity of the complex is 1 mta.

The construction of the oil terminal
will increase Vosochny’s throughout by

4mta. The port begins to fit the basic
equipment this March. The first line of
the oil terminal is planned be to put in
operation by 2004.   

“Severstaltrans,” the main sharehold-
er of Vostochny Port, considers that
realization of these projects and exten-
sion of the traditional port’s cargo base
will permit to increase the present
capacity by 10 metric tons in the year of
2006.

Fremantle: Growth in 

Container Trade

T HE Port of Fremantle’s container
trade increased by 12 per cent in
the first six months of the cur-

rent financial year, compared to the
same period of the previous year.
Substantial increases in coastal con-
tainer  trade and transshipment cargo
were contributing factors.

General and bulk trades in the Inner
Harbour also increased, up by almost 4
per cent on the previous year’s figure.

Inner Harbour imports showing a sig-
nificant increase were sugar, manufac-
tures of metal, furniture and plastic
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MPA: Singapore is once 

again “Best Seaport in Asia”

T HE Port of Singapore has once
again won the “Best Seaport –
Asia” award at the 17th Annual

Asian Freight & Supply Chain Awards
(AFSCA), making it the 15th time that
the Republic has been presented this
prestigious honour by the international
maritime community. Other finalists in
the same category include the port of
Hong Kong. Capt Khong Shen Ping,
Director (Port), received the award on
behalf of the Maritime and Port Authority
of Singapore (MPA) at a ceremony held
at the Fullerton Hotel on March 19
evening.

Previously known as the Asian Freight
Industry Awards (AFIA), the AFSCA is
organised by Cargonews Asia to recog-
nise the best cargo transportation play-

in the region. We are dedicated in our
efforts to serve the interests of our cus-
tomers. And together, we hope to devel-
op firm partnerships as we move ahead.”

Jurong Port was established in 1965 to
handle bulk and conventional cargoes. It
was corporatized in January 2001 and its
Container Terminal commenced opera-
tions in July 2001 with an annual han-
dling capacity of 200,000 teus. Since
then, an aggressive expansion pro-
gramme went underway. Jurong Port’s
current container handling capacity is
600,000 teus which will be increased to
1,000,000 teus by mid 2003 and 1,400,000
teus by mid 2004.

ers in the world, covering seaports, air-
ports, shipping lines, air cargo carriers,
rail operators, road hauliers, container
terminal operators, logistics service
providers and other players in the freight
and supply chain.

The Port of Singapore continued to
grow steadily in spite of the weak global
economy, achieving yet another new
record in total shipping tonnage for 2002.
Last year, the total shipping tonnage for
the Port reached 971.7 million gross tons
(GT), surpassing the 960.1 million GT
mark recorded in 2001.

The Port also performed well in 2002,
both in terms of total cargo handled and
container traffic. The total cargo handled
for 2002 was 335.12 million tons, up 6.9%
from the 313.49 million tons in 2001. For
containers, a total of 16.94 million TEUs
(twenty-foot equivalent unit) were han-
dled by the Port last year, an increase of
8.8% over the 15.57 million TEUs in 2001.

Statistics for January 2003 indicate a
continuation of the upward trend.
Shipping tonnage for January 03 reached
84.3 million GT, up 4.5% from the 80.7

Jurong: The Best Emerging
Container Terminal

Operator - Asia

ON March 19 evening, during
Cargonews Asia’s 2003 Asian
Freight & Supply Chain Awards

Ceremony held at The Fullerton Hotel
Singapore, Jurong Port was awarded
“Best Emerging Container Terminal
Operator – Asia”. Other finalists in this
category were Guangzhou Container
Terminal, China; Shekou Container
Terminal, China; and Westport Port
Klang, Malaysia.

After receiving the award, Mr
Matthew Chan, CEO of Jurong Port said:
“This award is a very big encouragement
to us. More importantly, the industry is
telling us that we are doing the right

things. A big thank you to our customers
and friends who have voted for us - thank
you for this endorsement. We will be
working even harder from now on in
order to live up to your expectations.”

He went on to say: “I would also like to
take this opportunity to thank the Jurong
Port team - you are a great team to work
with.“

Mr Fong Yue Kwong, President,
Jurong Port added: “We sincerely appre-
ciate the strong support for Jurong Port.
The Award is a good testimony of our
mission to excel and an endorsement of
our performance. Winning the Award is
another step forward in our pursuit to
operate a premier gateway for containers

Gladstone: Achieves 

record throughput

T HE Port of Gladstone has
notched up another milestone,
handling a record 5.53 million

tons of cargo during the month of March.
A significant backlog of vessels in the

wake of heavy February rains resulted in
peak demand at the port’s wharf cen-
tres, which handled a total of 5,530,542
tons during March. This was more than
600,000 tons above the previous record
of 4,922,062 tons established in April last
year.

Gladstone Port Authority’s (GPA’s) RG
Tanna Coal Terminal (RGTCT) made a
significant contribution to the result,
achieving a new throughput record for
the month. The terminal handled more
than 3.7 million tons of coal and 39 ves-
sels during March, compared to the pre-
vious record of 3.5 million tons and 33
vessels set in January.

GPA Chairman Ross Dunning
explained the high utilisation rate at the
RGTCT wharf, as GPA worked to clear a
vessel backlog, had contributed to the
result. 

Mr Dunning also acknowledged the
efforts of GPA’s production and mainte-
nance workforces in reducing numbers
at Fairway Buoy from levels in excess of
20 to the single vessel currently
anchored.
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Osaka: A Nexus of People 

Trade and Information

S UPPORTING a consumer base of
17 million, the Osaka Metropolitan
area is an economic base compara-

ble to that of the capital, Tokyo.  
For more than 1400 years, Osaka has

played an integral role in maritime trade
and cultural exchange, through sea traffic
with Mainland China and the Korean
Peninsula. Even today, due to the predom-
inance of water-based transportation,
incorporating the ocean, rivers and the
city’s many canals, Osaka has come to be
known as the “Water Metropolis”. 

A domestic cargo distribution centre,
connected to the hinterland through an
extensive rail, road and sea network, as
well as being linked, internationally, to
over 600 ports in 130 countries, the Port of
Osaka handles approximately 100 million
tons of cargo annually, making it the eco-
nomic core of Western Japan.  

Superbly located on the easternmost tip
of the ‘Aegean of Japan’, the Seto Inland
Sea, the Port of Osaka offers the closest
cruise ship access to the World Heritage
Cultural Sites of Kyoto and Nara, as well
as being only a 40-minute expressway
drive away from the Kansai International
Airport. As such, the port is actively pro-
moting itself as the perfect Fly/Cruise des-

tination.  
Functioning as the port’s passenger

gateway, the Tempozan Passenger
Terminal is visited by increasing numbers
of cruise ships annually. Recent figures
indicate that the Port of Osaka is one of
the busiest cruise ports in Japan: 6 vessels
in 2000, 8 vessels in 2001, 13 vessels in
2002, and 12 vessels scheduled for 2003.
(as of March 2003).  Moreover, in February
2002, the largest cruise ship ever to visit
Japan, the “Star Princess” (approx.
110,000t), called at the port and is sched-
uled to return in October 2003.  Located
adjacent to the passenger terminal, the
Tempozan Harbor Village, a massive
entertainment complex, featuring a shop-
ping centre, hotel, art museum and one of
the world’s largest aquariums, becomes
even more alive with the arrival of a visit-
ing cruise ship.  

In addition to the Tempozan area facili-
ties, a 10-minute shuttle boat across the
400-metre wide channel takes visitors to
the movie theme park, Universal Studios
Japan.  Proving popular with both interna-
tional and domestic guests, the park was
visited by 11 million people in its first year.   

Furthermore, the port is also serviced by
a twice-weekly ferry service to the sister
city/port of Shanghai, which carried 11,900
passengers and 430,000 tons of cargo in
2001. In addition, on the occasion of the
FIFA World Cup Co-hosting, a thrice-
weekly service to sister port/city, Pusan,
was established in April 2002.

The City of Osaka is undertaking a
range of ventures, such as the creation of
new industries and culture, with the aim
of attracting domestic and international
visitors, as well as striving to become a
truly international tourist destination. To
this end, facilities in the Osaka Bay area,
such as Universal Studios Japan,

Tempozan Harbor Village and the Osaka
Maritime Museum, which details the his-
tory of the region’s maritime trade, com-
bine to attract 26 million visitors annually.  

The Port of Osaka is continuing its
strong commitment to improving harbor
facilities and developing the cruise-ship
market, in order to become a truly interna-
tional gateway, an international tourist
destination and a hub for people, trade
and information. 

PSA: Asia’s Best Container 

Terminal Operator Award

P SA Corporation (PSA) was
voted the Best Container
Terminal Operator (Asia) at the

Asian Freight & Supply Chain Awards
(AFSCA) by its customers and industry
professionals. This is the 14th year that
PSA has clinched the prestigious title.
The awards dinner ceremony was held
on 19 Mar 2003 at the Fullerton Hotel in
Singapore. 

Mr Stephen Lee, Chairman, PSA
Corporation Ltd, said, “PSA would like
to thank all our valued customers and
business associates for their continued
support and vote of confidence. This
award testifies to the excellent working
relationships we have with our cus-
tomers. We look forward to strengthen-
ing them further.” 

The Port of Singapore garnered the
Best Seaport (Asia) Award and Changi
International Airport Services secured
the Best Air Cargo Terminal Operator
Award. 

AFSCA was known as the Asian
Freight Industry Awards (AFIA) for the
past 16 years. The annual event is
organised by Hong Kong-based trade
journal Cargonews Asia. More than
13,000 readers of Cargonews Asia were
polled to select the companies which
they deemed were the best service
providers in 34 industry-specific cate-
gories. 

million GT in January 02. Container
throughput reached 1.4 million TEUs in
January 03, compared to 1.3 million
TEUs in the same month last year.
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encourage an increase in 2-way loading;
and an assessment of an ‘electronic bill
board’ concept to facilitate 2-way loading.

2. Rail Strategy:  Confirm freight rail require-
ments that will lead to an increase in relia-
bility and confidence of its use by a more
focussed control of train operations.  The
Botany Rail Steering Group will investigate
options for increased operations control
including an assessment of the Port
Waratah Coal Services Ltd modal in
Newcastle.  It was recognised that rail was
not a cure for all problems currently
affecting road movements.

3. Communications: Establish communica-
tions systems across the transport chain
that are consistent and compatible.   This
initiative will examine opportunities to
improve data communications, including
recommendations made in the recent
report by the Sydney Ports Cargo
Facilitation Committee on
“Documentation Flow”.  It will also assess
the potential benefits and dis-benefits of
accreditation of road and rail carriers and
other chain participants.

4. Planning:  The objective is aimed at exam-
ining improvements in forecasting (in the
short and medium term) combined with
contingency planning and identification of
triggers that would signal the need to
adjust capacity management such as hours
of operation.

Sydney Ports General Manager,
Commerce and Logistics, Simon Barney,
said the forum’s mandate recognises
Sydney Ports’ leadership role in recent
years and the need for continued lead-
ership to coordinate efforts required
across the transport chain that will
ensure greater efficiency as future vol-
ume grows towards 3 million TEUs by
2020.

Mr Barney emphasised there was
recognition by the industry that they
each had a joint accountability and
responsibility to identify and implement
solutions.

“There was acknowledgment that the
freight transport chain participants
needed to look beyond their sphere of
operation to work towards consistency
of processes and to ensure that the rela-
tive size of operators does not inhibit
the pursuit of a truly integrated and effi-
cient port industry,” he said.

Mr Barney reiterated his earlier com-
ments made during December’s peak
import season, that effective manage-
ment of empty boxes is fundamental to
the port of Sydney and large empty
flows are built into the future plan at
Port Botany.

Sydney Ports is anticipated to recon-
vene the forum in the 2nd half of this

PAT: Feasibility study on
management of
regional ports

P ORT Authority of Thailand has
been conducting a feasibility
study on management of 2

regional ports: Multi-Purpose Port in
Ranong Province and Chiangsaen Port
in Chiangrai Province.

Results from an initial study show
that Multi-Purpose Port in Ranong, the
construction of which was completed in
2000, can be key in the transportation
by sea along the shore of Andaman,
particularly the import and export from
and to Myanmar. It can also become
part of the network connecting ports in
South Asia, supporting trade expansion
among 5 countries, Bangladesh, India,
Myanmar, Sri Lanka and Thailand, in
accordance with the government’s poli-
cy and the framework for economic
cooperation of the 5 countries (BIMST -
EC). However, where it is located by
the Kraburi River, the depth of the chan-
nel is 6 - 14 metres, small yard in port
area and the approach road being nar-
row, winding and steep, therefore, it is
currently suitable for general cargo ves-
sels. 

Regarding the other port
“Chiangsaen”, it is currently under con-
struction, due for completion in May
2003. It has been built to support trade
expansion of countries in the north
Mekong region, being China, Myanmar,
Laos, and Thailand. In particular, trade
between Thailand and South China has
been increasing rapidly. The transporta-
tion of goods utilizes Mekong River with
the majority of cargo ships being from
China. Human labour is used in the
transfer of goods by the river bank. The
development of the port will offer con-
venience and safety for the trade activi-
ties. 

The study group led by Mr.
Chalermkiat Salakkam, Director of The
Project and Planning Department, esti-
mated that the results of the study will
be completed within May 2003 and,
with the decision of the PAT to under-
take the management, will negotiate
with the Treasury Department, Ministry
of Finance which is responsible for the
two ports.

Sydney: Unique Port-Land
Transport Forum sets action
agenda for Container Growth

Management

I N an industry first, more than 20
senior decision makers in the
Sydney freight transport industry

came together on March 19, to set an
action agenda to ensure land operations
catering for existing and future volume
growth in container trade remain effi-
cient.

Sydney Ports Corporation CEO, Greg
Martin, said the forum was triggered by
the difficulties experienced by the land
transport chain servicing Port Botany’s
container terminals in the last quarter of
2002.

Mr Martin said the congestion in the
freight transport system during that
time, with relatively low container
throughput numbers in comparison to
future demand estimates, necessitated
a stronger resolve to carefully examine
the port-land interface and land trans-
port system and rapidly identify poten-
tial areas where improvements are
achievable. 

“The recent peak period of container
trade is a yearly trend but exacerbated
the problems within the freight trans-
port chain - from ship arrival through to
delivery to consignee,” said Mr Martin.

“The coming together of a range of
industry operators, signals the willing-
ness of all to put the past behind us
with the purpose of endorsing actions
to improve the interfaces of operations
and communications within the trans-
port chain. 

“Stevedores, NSW RTA, trucking
companies, container parks, rail compa-
nies, shipping lines, E-Commerce,
Customs Brokers and Forwarders
Council of Australia Inc, and Transport
NSW have given Sydney Ports the man-
date to drive the actions required to
ensure long lasting benefits.”

The action agenda agreed to by the
forum covers four interrelated issues:

1. Container depots & transport chain hours
of operation: Determine the actions
required to manage empties in an environ-
ment where capacity is almost reached
and declining availability of affordable land
to expand.  Objectives include an assess-
ment of: which hours of operation can be
incrementally expanded; factors affecting
future supply and location of container
depots in the Sydney Basin; methods to

year to review progress against the four
key interrelated issues.


